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Introductory

The contents of the Fourth Volume of the pro-

ceedings of the Charaka Club has much the same
character as that of its predecessors. The members
of the club have been not less active in their literary

and artistic pursuits but a feeling of restraint has been

a little more dominant in the Society. Perhaps also

the heightened critical sense that comes with success

will account, in part, for the more than usually long

intercalation between volumes three and four.

Volumes one and two are out of print and in much
demand. On this account the issue of volumes three

and four was made slightly larger.

The interest in medico-historical subjects and in

literary and artistic matters bearing on medicine has

steadily increased of late years. We hope that the

volumes of the Charaka Club have to some extent

helped this activity.

Charles L. Dana,
Smith Ely Jelliffe,

Ward A. Holden.
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Professor Harnack's Medical Data from the Oldest

Church History

By Arpad G. Gerster, M.D.

Last winter while browsing over the pages of a

fascinating catalogue of one of the leading antiquarian

book dealers of Germany, my attention was attracted

to this title:
'* Medizinsches aus der Aeltesten Kirchen-

geschichte, von Adolf Harnack." The subject was

very attractive, and the author, one of the most famous

biblical scholars of the day, was not less so. Ac-

cordingly the book was procured. On its arrival two

surprises awaited me. One was, that the copy I had

secured had been the possession of the illustrious

Mommsen, the other, that the book was the homage of

the author to Carl Thiersch of Leipsic, written to

celebrate the famous surgeon's seventieth anniversary

in 1892. The dedication ''Meinem lieben Schwieger-

vater zum siebzigsten Geburtstage'* attests the fact.

Of all the great surgeons I had known, the per-

sonality of not one had made upon me a deeper im-

pression than that of Carl Thiersch. Wilhelm His,

in his memorial address delivered before the University

of Leipsic, aptly called him a ''Surgeon by the Grace of

God." Though a clever operator, he was in his

teaching in the first place and always, the great phy-

sician, who never wasted his and the student's time in

ruminating technical details, but preferred to delve

into the inner secrets of pathological fact, basing in-
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dicatlons on a clear perception of the fundamental

disorder. Issued from a Huguenot ''Gelehrtenfa-

milie
'

' (Thierche) , the main characteristics of his attitude

were dihgence, soundness and intellectual honesty,

manifesting themselves in an "mpersonal critique which

was just as often turned against himself as against

others. Famous were the witty words of the taciturn

man by which he knew how to reduce pretence to its

proper level; but the arrows of his irony were tempered

by true humor, they were never tipped in venom. To
his patients he was the kindest and gentlest of men,

thus setting a precious example in an age when the

sick man's status was fast degenerating into that of

an experimental object. He was the physician ac-

cording to my heart's desire, inasmuch as his interests

were not limited by the lines of his profession, but

embraced ever>^ kind of intellectual activity. The
inaugural of his rectorship of the University of Erlangen

on the problems of teaching and learning, then an ex-

quisite essay on the *' Medical Glossary to Hamlet," his

intense participation in the movements of contempo-

raneous thought and art, all proclaimed a sympathetic

comprehension and love of noble human endeavor.

This tendency was nowhere more manifest than in the

intimacy of his married life. He had married the

great Liebig's daughter, and in turn he gave in mar-

riage his own child to the biblical scholar Harnack.

While he was presiding at the Congress of German
Surgeons in 1891 his remarkable head offered a tempting

mark to the sketcher. A little pencil ''croquis'' made
then was transferred to copper, and the etching here

shown to you, though somewhat ''charged" as the

artists would say, presents, I am told, a true conception
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of the lapidary cut of the man's head. In a letter of

thanks directed to the author of the plate, Thiersch

himself refers to this ''charging" of his image by calling

the etching a "Humoreske."

To place you into a sympathetic attitude towards

the estimation of Professor Harnack's loving and

graceful gift to his father-in-law Thiersch, it seemed

proper to illuminate the traits of the recipient. Now
let us look at Harnack's birthday gift.

It is a little, yet respectable, volume of 116 pages

printed in 1892 at Leipsic (I. C. Hinrichs), the tenor

and spirit of which are foreshadowed in the preface.

There is an old German adage which says
''
Juristen

bose Christen," anglice "lawyers make bad Christians."

Perhaps, to counteract this accusation, just or unjust,

Schuderoff found it advisable to write a ponderous

work on ''Lawyers in the Church." Nobody has

found it necessary to write a book on "Physicians in

the Church." There is a close and ancient relation

between Christianity and the science of healing, a

relation which fortunately is more intimate than that

between clergymen and physicians. By an old apolo-

gist of Christianity the Roman Empire was called a

milksister of the Christian faith. It would have been

more appropriate to call the care of the sick, that is

Medicine, a true sister of the Christian religion. The
history of the primitive church is full of documentary
evidence of the reality of this relation, the main en-

deavor of the young religion being the bodily and spir-

itual healing of a sick world. Proof of this trend is the

habitual use by the primitives of forms of speech,

which constantly revolve around the images of sickness,

and restitution to health, the physician and medicine,,
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life and death. Harnack's material was collected from

the three first centuries of the church. It shows for

how long Christianity and the care of the sick have

gone hand in hand, and confirms the conviction that

even at this day the humane physician and the true

servant of Christ will make a good team. I venture to

translate verbatim the concluding sentence of this pref-

ace, which I consider by the reserve of its sentiment

and the simple dignity of its form, to be an exemplar

of noble literary distinction. "I have adorned this

treatise with the name of a physician, whom I

have always looked upon as a paradigm of humane
feeling; not only in the sense which marks a lively

understanding of man and of his history, but also in

the higher acceptation of the term, which compels

veneration through untiring kindness and never ending

goodness."

The book is divided into six chapters, each replete

with data of assured authenticity and marshalled and

ordered with the skill and good taste for which the

author is deservedly famous.

Chapter I deals with ''Christian Physicians";

Chapter II with "Dietetic and Therapeutic Data";

Chapter III discusses "Physiological and Psychological

Items"; Chapter IV treats of "Diseases"; Chapter V
of "Exorcisms," and the concluding Sixth Chapter

analyses "the Evangel of the Saviour and of Healing"

(vom Heiland und von der Heilung). Every one of

these six chapters is worth reading and study. Permit

me to give you a sketchy presentation of the one which

deals with exorcism.

In Christ's time the belief in demoniacal possession

was very extended. Accordingly and frequently, de-
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mentia appeared in such a manner that the patients

beHeved themselves possessed by one or more evil

spirits. This form of insanity is rare in our day, be-

cause the belief in demons, once widely accepted,

is nearly extinct. But it survives, however sporadically,

and where religious life is intense and is combined with

a strong belief in the nefarious activity of evil spirits,

there we still observe outbreaks of possession. Recent

events have taught us, moreover, that a convinced,

especially a religious exorcist will, however unwittingly,

provoke among his ''entourage'' cases of possession,

which he then cures ''lege artis'' by exorcism. This

form of malady is contagious. Tertullian in " de

Anima p" supplies a fine example of the manner in

which morbid states of consciousness can be produced

by the words of a zealous and energetic religious

teacher. After having himself delivered a sermon on

the soul, and more especially on its corporeal essence, a

sister of the congregation had the vision of an embodied

spirit. Tertullian naively remarks that this vision

took its substance from the precedent reading of the

Scriptures, from the Psalm sung, and from the sermon

that followed. In these states most wonderful, and in

their detail, unexplained phenomena are observed.

The patient's consciousness, his will and his sphere of

action become, as it were, divided, or rather, redupli-

cated. The subjective verity of the existence within

himself of a second obsessing and compelling entity

is to him unquestioned. His thoughts, feelings and

actions are dominated once by this, then by the other

self. Pervaded by the conviction of the presence of

this second self, this conviction is confirmed (in himself

and in his surroundings) by actions which, though
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compulsory, are nevertheless cleverly planned and

executed. We see then here an uncanny combination

of obsessional self-deception, astute action and helpless

passivity, which at the same time is strongly sensitive

and accessible to ''suggestion." As it defies scientific

analysis, it leaves the way open to the assumption of

occult forces. Many of the facts pertaining to this

matter cannot be denied, nor can they be rationally

and adequately explained. Moreover, there exist here

''maladies," to which only exceptional men of heroic

mold, so called "overmen, " are apt to succumb, gather-

ing from this form of "malady" new, unthought-of

vitality, developing an energy which sweeps aside all

barriers by a zeal truly prophetic and apostolic. This

latter form of "possession," however, is hot the one

that is accessible to exorcism.

Whenever men of ordinary mold are attacked by
the disorder, the prognosis is not unfavorable. The
malady, maturing under the influence of religion, is

very often cured by its ministrations. But the bare

message, conveyed by perfunctory Christian preaching,

is powerless to cure it. There is need behind it of a

fervid faith, of a strong personality powerfully swayed

by faith. It is not the prayer that heals but the one

who utters the prayer; not the formula, but the spirit;

not exorcism, but the exorcist. Conventional pro-

cedures are ineffective, except where, as was the case

during the second century, the disease becomes epi-

demic, almost conventional. Here the exorcist be-

comes a magnetizer, is often a cheat and dupe at the

same time; but where a strong individuality is over-

whelmed by the demon of fear, and where the tottering

soul is vainly endeavoring to escape an uncompre-
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hended power of darkness and despair, there the

liberation of the enslaved will must come from another,

extraneous, strong and hallowed will. We are dealing

here with what, for lack of a better term, the newer

times are wont to call ''suggestion/' At the same

time, we must not confound the suggestion uttered by

the prophet with that proceeding from the exorcist.

Belief in demoniac activity as we find it represented

in the more recent books of the Greek Old Testament,

in the New Testament and the Jewish writing of the

Empire, appears among the Jews at a rather late date.

During the imperial epoch it held full sway.^ It is not

probable, however, that this belief flowed exclusively

from Jewish or Judeo-Christian sources. As a matter

of fact, by the second century it permeated Greek and

Latin thought. Plato, Egyptian and Persian in-

fluences all had an undoubted share in vulgarizing

this belief. We encounter in that century an organized

profession of exorcists, strong competitors of the

medical profession.

Ulpian the codifier of Roman law, voiced the skeptic

attitude of the sensible and educated people of his day,

when he refused to class them with learned physicians.

But he expressed also grave doubts, whether ''special-

ists" were physicians in the meaning of the law.^

The peculiarity of the belief in demons, as we find

it in the second century, consisted in these points:

1 King Solomon's power over demons is mentioned by Josephus (An-

tlqu. VIII, 2.5.); echoes of the legend reverberate in the Arabian Nights

Tales.

2 Dig. L.XIII, c, '1. 3. "Medicos fortassis quis accipiet etiam eos,

qui alicuius partis corporis vel certi doloris sanitatem polHcentur; ut puta si

auricularius, si fistulae vel dentium, non tamen si incantavit, si inprecatus

est, si, ut vulgari verba impostorum utar, si exorcizavit: non sunt ista medicinae

genera, tametsi sint, qui hos sibi profuisse cum praedicatione adfirmant."
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that it manifested an ascendant tendency from the

lower and obscure strata of society to the higher and

highest, and by entering Hterature, assumed an im-

portant social aspect. Secondly, that concomitantly

we note the disappearance of the restraining influence

of a strong and simple public religion. Furthermore,

that while—see Socrates and Plato—the power of the

demon was previously imagined to be neither good

nor bad, this neutral conception of the demoniac char-

acter assumed in the imagination of the believers a

decidedly malignant bias. Finally there entered into

man's consciousness, the first time in human history,

the individual application of the tenets of the new
faith. The individual was brought to face the kernel

of the new^ doctrine, that is the obligations of personal

responsibility. Unrestrained by inherited faith, the

individual finds himself wandering helplessly among
the wreckage of the dead traditions of a decadent

world ; a victim of alternating fear and hope, he is seen

snatching at and casting away fragment after fragment,

until exhausted by a final discouragement he abdicates

reason, accepting as a moral directive what is most

abject and absurd. Into this situation there enters

the Gospel. According to Harnack's adroit but doubt-

lessly sincere conception, the gospel found the disease,

and bringing it to full maturity (like an abscess), cured

the disorder.

In estimating the worth of the messages trans-

mitted to us by the older church history on the status

of possession and on the healing of the possessed, we
must remember that, according to Christian belief,

the Son of God entered the world to war against Satan

and his realm. The evangelists, among them especially
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Luke, presented the life of Christ as an incessant con-

test against the devil. Mark (1:32) says: ''and at

even, when the sun did set, they brought unto him all

that were diseased, and them that were possessed by
the devil," and further on (1:34): ''and he healed

many that were sick of diverse diseases, and cast out

many devils; and suffered not the devils to speak,

because they knew him/' Again he says in a general

way (1:39): "and he preached in their synagogues

throughout all Galilee and cast out devils." He con-

veyed to his disciples (3: 15): " (to have) power to heal

sicknesses, and to cast out devils." In Chapter 3:22,

we find
: '

' And the scribes which came down from Jerusa-

lem said 'He hath Beelzebub, and by the prince of the

devils casteth he out devils.'" Chapter 5 and its

story of the "man with an unclean spirit," together

with the augmentation of this spirit into a legion,

driven into the famous "herd of swine feeding" is too

well known to need quotation. Then there is the

account (7:25 et seq.) of the daughter of the Syro-

phenician woman, who had an unclean spirit. That
epilepsy and other disorders of the nervous system

were also classed as cases of possession (Matth. 12:25;

Luke 11:14) is shown in Matth. 17:15: "Lord have

mercy on my son: for he is a lunatick, and sore vexed:

for ofttimes he falleth into the fire, and oft into the

water," etc. It is remarkable that there existed in the

lifetime of Jesus exorcists, who expelled devils without

being authorized to do so by himself. We read Mark
9:38: "And John answered him, saying, Master, we
saw one casting put devils in thy name, and he followed

not us: and we forbade him, because he followed not us."

39: "But Jesus said. Forbid him not: 'for there is no
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man which shall do a miracle in my name, that can

speak lightly evil of me.'" 40: "For he that is not

against us is on our part." On the other hand we see

(3vlatth. 7:22) others, who exorcised in his name, re-

jected by the [Master. In Mark 16:9 we find the

mention of ]\Iary Magdalene ''out of whom he had

cast seven devils," and in the apocr\'phal conclusion

of this same chapter (16:17), enumerating the powers

with which all believers ought to be equipped, we find

the capacity to drive out devils.

Thus we see Christianity entering the world with

the belief in demons, exorcism and exorcists. There

is no mention of this subject in the epistles of the en-

lightened Paul, but by the time of Justin, Christian

literature is replete with references to it, and we find

that almost even,' large congregation employed ofiicial

exorcists. Having originally been looked upon as

men distinguished by a special gift of divine grace,

they had by this time formed a professional class, and

thus had ceased to be what they had once been. Though
the Church drew a firm line between her own exorcists

who invoked the name of Christ, and the pagan wizards,

magi, astrologers and interpreters of dreams, she

could not escape the scandal of breeding in her bosom
numerous impostors actuated by the love of gain.

The high school of religious imposture was Egypt,

and we read in the letters of Hadrian to Servian:

^' There is not one chief rabbi, not one Samaritan, nor

one single Christ'an presbyter (priest) among them,

who is not at the same time an astrologer (mathe-

maticus), soothsayer or masseur (aliptes)." \'er\'

early pagan exorcisers began to use in their incantations

the names of the patriarchs, of Solomon and even
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Christ himself/ and we read in the Acts (19: 13) : ''Then

certain of the vagabond Jews, exorcists, took upon

them to call over them which had evil spirits the name
of the Lord Jesus, saying, We adjure you by Jesus

whom Paul preacheth/'

In view of these abuses, the church frequently and

earnestly admonished her own exorcists not to follow

the example of their heathen colleagues in using vain,

pompous and grandiloquent verbiage stimulated by
deceit and the love of pelf, but rather urged that they

should employ their gift of divine grace in the meek
and humble spirit of the Master by means of much
fasting, continued wakefulness, by other good works

and especially by fervent prayer. ''The Lord has

ordered: Expel unclean spirits; he has directed also

to cure other ills; but he has also said: 'you have re-

ceived the gift for nothing, therefore you should give

your service for nothing/ "^

The admission of professional exorcists within the

recognized order of the lower hierarchy of the primitive

church could not but lead inevitably to a soulless

and empty formalism, and this in spite of the cautions

and warnings we have just mentioned. Justin insists

in his Apology^ upon the use of the formula "in the

name of Jesus Christ crucified under Pontius Pilate,"

and the self-same Justin, in his Dialogue against the

Jews (C. 85), writes as follows: "Every demon ex-

orcised by the name of the Son of God, firstborn of all

creatures, borne of a virgin, embodied in man's shape

to suffer, crucified by your people under Pontius

^ See the polemic of Origen against Celsus, I. 22.

2 Pseudo Clementinian letter on Chastity, I. 12.

II. 6.
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Pilate, dead and risen from among the dead, to heaven

ascended,—by this name will every demon be van-

quished and overpowered/' Thus we begin to have,

as it were, an ossified formula of exorcism, which con-

sists in the scrupulous enumeration of the principal

headings of the passion.

It cannot be gainsaid, that skepticism and scoffing

were strongly provoked by utterances of certain church

fathers engaged in the wordy warfare of contending

Christian factions. Thus we read in Irenaeus (11.31:2):

"The followers of Simon, of Karpokrates, and other

alleged workers of wonders have been convicted, that

they do not accomplish their work by divine power,

neither in truth, nor to the blessing of mankind; but

more harming than benefiting by magic trickery and

every kind of deceit, they bring about the perdition

and seduction of those, that believe in them, because

they are seducers. For neither can they restore the

sight of the blind, nor the hearing of the deaf, nor is

it in their power to expel all demons, excepting those

which they have provoked themselves, provided that

they can do even this at all."

Severe words these, indeed, by which the good and

pious Irenaeus brands as impostors the exorcists and

healers of a rival Christian congregation; but it is hard

to suppress a smile, when he offers the unhesitating

assertion, that partisans of his own faction have not

only no difficulty to work all the miracles denied to

the others, but can even, at will, effect the resurrection

of the dead.

Another significant sign of increasing formalism

presents itself in the famous polemic of Origen against

Celsus—both of them, by the way, firmly believed in
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demons—where the former alludes, in exorcism, to a

certain occult ''knowledge of names/^^ These names

impart to adepts certain powers, which however, to be

effective, must be spoken in the proper idiom. ''Some

of these names are very efficacious against certain

demons, if pronounced in the Egyptian tongue, others

in the language of the Persians.'*

In Tertullian, as well as in Origen, we find a firm

belief in the existence of demons and in the efficacy of

Christian exorcism.

The belief in demoniacal possession dominating the

Church in the second and third centuries of its history,

has certain reactionary and obscurantist features,

which indubitably harbored a serious menace to the

advance of civilization and culture. But at the same
time we must admit, that in its innermost kernel it

contained some elements of moral and spiritual prog-

ress, inasmuch as it directed attention to the existence

of evil, sounded a warning against the power of sin and
against its mastery of this our world.

^ Trept ovofxoiTuv to. kv aTopprjTois <pCKo(TO<f>e'lv

.





The Medical Saints Cosmo and Damian

By George L. Walton, M.D.

There is classical precedent for physicians running in

double harness. Most anciently came those of whom
Homer wrote (and Pope translated)

:

Of two famed surgeons Podalirius stands

This hour surrounded by the Trojan bands;

And great Machaon, wounded in his tent,

Now wants that succor which so oft he lent.

Of less warlike bearing come, according to the

Latin version, in Diocletian's time, the brothers Cosmo
and Damian, sometimes represented as twins, youngest

of five, again as of different ages, of Arabian birth but

living in Aegae, on the Gulf of Issus, Cilicia.^ They
lived at a time when to profess was to suffer for the

faith, and they added the martyr's death to the austere

sacrifice of a life quite given up to science.

Sprung from a family of rank, reared in the Christian

virtues by their mother Theodora,^ and doubtless

1 The Greek Church seems to have adopted three pairs of brothers and

three versions, one Arabian, one termed Asiatic, meaning rather Egyptian,

and one Roman, in which the persecutor was Carinus (283-285). Interest

further to follow their comparative claims may be gratified by studying the

exhaustive treatise on this point by Deubner (Kosman and Damian, 1907).

The Saint's days credited by the Greek Church are July i, October 17 and

November i.

* Not to be confounded with St. Theodora who was martyred, also in

Diocletian's time, together with Didymus, who had aided her to escape by
exchanging garments, only to see her return that she might share his execution.

This incident occurred at Alexandria, and the Theodora concerned was a

maiden.

15
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educated with the best, they were prepared by birth

and training to take their place in the inner circle of

aristocratic medicine, and to receive its honors and

emoluments, their scientific ardor tempered only by

enough religious feeling to bless but not embarrass.

But they chose rather to follow the thorny path of the

altruist and the religious devotee. Early in life they

distributed their worldly goods amongst the poor,

and later added freely of their spiritual substance.

Fees were not only not demanded but even rigorously

excluded from their code.^ Hence arises the appellation

anagyreSy without silver. By this title they are known
today, though not, I grieve to say, so generally that

even the profession whose patron saints they have

been for some sixteen hundred years can be exactly

said to be familiar with them. And yet they well

deserve the homage not only of their kind but of all

the four-footed followers, for professional pride ranked

with them so low that they made no discrimination in

their practice against the beast of burden or the family

pet.

It is an interesting question whether their legendary

origin may not have been somewhat tinged by the

knowledge of the prevailing seats of science. It was
perhaps natural that Arabia should have been accorded

the honor of their birth in the full-fledged story, not

perfected until after Arabia had assumed the leadership

in medical science, inaugurated by Rhazes, as well as

in other branches of learning, as evidenced by the

translation into Arabic of Euclid, Aristotle and Hip-

^ This meant the relinquishment of no small stipend. Boerhaave es-

timates the yearly salary of a physician to a prince in the time of Augustus
at two thousand pounds.
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pocrates. It is perhaps, again, not too fanciful to

assume that the views of the Greek Church may have

been influenced by the fact that in the fourth century

Arabia was not yet the seat of learning, modern medi-

cine, which had practically abandoned Greece for

Alexandria and for Italy, then still holding sway in

Egypt and in Rome. This being granted, it was only

to choose between the various Roman persecutions,

that of Carinus falling nearest the time of Diocletian.

The Encyclopaedia of Religious Knowledge states

that the brothers cured by prayer and the sign of the

cross. When asked with regard to their method of

practice, their own answer at their trial was, ^'We

cure by the name of Jesus Christ, and by our science"

(Collin de Plancey et Baras). Their posthumous

cures are illustrated by the experience of the Roman
peasant who slept with open mouth and swal-

low^ed an adder. Having little faith in physicians,

he betook himself to the church of Cosmo and Damian
and drank at the well, upon which he was promptly

relieved.

Under orders of Diocletian, Augustus of the East

(285-305), they were persecuted as Christians by
Lysias,^ who is sometimes represented with them in

sacred art. But from water they were rescued by
angels, from fire by refusal of the faggots to ignite,

and from missiles of all kinds by their recoil upon the

throwers. At last, however, they were beheaded as

necromancers. Their three brothers are represented

as suffering with them and sometimes as being put to

^Lysias is credited with various offices: Proconsul of Arabia (Jameson),

Governor of Aegae (Baring-Gould), Judge of Aegae (Rohault); Governor of

Cilicia (Butler), Prefect (de Riencey).

3
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death. There are several illustrations of these in-

cidents by Fra Angelico, of which one is inserted,

namely, that showing the recoil of missiles.

The same painter has represented the following

legend: Damian having accepted under protest, from

a grateful patient, three eggs, Cosmo was so angry

that he requested to be buried elsewhere than with

his brother. This wish was being fulfilled after their

execution, when a camel they had cured begged that

it be disregarded, saying, according to Fra Angelico,

''Nolite eos separare a sepultura quia non sunt separat

amerito." The camel's plea prevailed and they were

buried together, according to the so-called Asiatic

Legend, at Pelusion, Eg\'pt (Duebner). Again, a

bedside scene represents this legend: Upon the com-
plaint of a patient whose leg they had amputated,

that he would be unable to walk, they successfully

replaced the member by one removed from a dead

Moor.

According to the Arabian legend, they were buried

at Cyrus in Syria, a town which Justinian is said to

have built up and fortified because it contained their

relics, relics later removed to Rome and preserved

there, Butler stated in 1814, in the Church of Sts.

Cosmo and Damian. These relics are elsewhere credited,

as wall be seen, with a wider distribution.

They attained sainthood, I assume, by consensus

of opinion, as was customary in early times, when a

martyr became a saint and his day (in their case,

Sept. 27) not yet recorded in the calendarium, was.

established by local ob5er\'ance of the anniversary of

his death, on which occasion the people were wont to

assemble at his tomb. Canonization with its imposing
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ceremonial was not instituted until about the tenth

century.^

Sts. Cosmo and Damian are classed by Jameson

among the seven great patron saints of eastern and

western Christendom, the other five being St. George,

St. Sebastian, St. Christopher, St. Nicholas and St.

Roch. Their pictures are familiar to Roman art and

on the icons of the Greek Church. A copy is inserted

of Fra Angelico's Crucifixion, in which Sts. Cosmo
and Damian stand on the extreme left, next them

St. Laurence with his grill, also a patron saint of the

Medici family, next St. Laurence St. Mark, and still

nearer the cross St. John the Baptist, who was patron

saint of the City of Florence. There are comparatively

few representing their lives, but many pictures made
for the doctor's guilds,^ either to be hung in their own
chapels or elsewhere. In these pictures they are

represented with their various attributes.

In the sixteenth century, when the coinage was
still largely under the patronage of the saints, a coin

was designed by Benvenuto Celleni (then Director

of the Mint) on the reverse of which are Cosmo and
Damian, the obverse containing the bust of Alexander

de Medici. The coin is thus referred to in Celleni'

s

Autobiography

:

"He gave me orders at once to strike dies of his coinage,,

and the first I made was a piece of forty soldi, with the Duke's

1 Ulric, Bishop of Augsburg, appears to be the first recorded recipient

of these honors, conferred by Pope John 15th in 993 A.D. (John 15th is

called John i6th by those who include that John who died within a few days
of his election.)

2 The Florentine Guild included physicians, surgeons, apothecaries, and
painters, the painters because they depended on the apothecaries for their

paints, just as the sculptors were amalgamated with the marble workers.
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head on one side and San Cosimo and San Damiano on the other.

This was in silver, and it gave so much satisfaction that the

Duke did not hesitate to say they were the best pieces of money
in Christendom. The same said all Florence and everyone

who saw them."

A rough draft is inserted of one of these coins in a

fair state of preservation.

Fig. 5 Reverse of Florentine coin of 1531, representing Sts. Cosmo
AND DaMIAN engraved BY BeNVENUTO CeLLINI

It has been said that in Greece Cosmo and Damian
acquired the worship and the attributes of Aesculapius,

and it would seem that in this claim the latter term is

used in its classical sense, since the stick with snakes

(Schlangenstab) is mentioned in Die Attribute der

HeiligeUy though I have not been able to locate any

pictures so representing them. They are, however,

amply endowed in their own right. No one writer,

I think, up to this time has enumerated all their at-

tributes. They generally appear in red robes, usually

short ones, wearing caps; the robes often trimmed

with ermine. I find no note of the fact in the literature,
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Fig. 6 Plate I. Various attributes of Sts. Cosmo and Damian, copied

BY the writer from THE ILLUSTRATIONS IN ROHAULT
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but they also commonly seem to affect black stockings.

They carry the pill-box, scalpel and forceps, mortar

and pestle, caskets, vases, vases and darts, arrows,

the ointment pot (Husenbeth), phial, alms-bag, roller

(Guenebault),^ spatula, or urine-glass (Pfleiderer).

They are often represented treating children, and they

sometimes carry a sword, as well as the palm, general

emblem of the martyr's triumph. In many pictures

it is difficult to make out their attributes, perhaps on

account of the artists' lack of familiarity with surgical

instruments. On the seal of the Medical Society of

Andenarde (Belgium) each bears an ointment jar in

one hand, and a sword in the other.

I have represented (Plate I) various attributes

shown in the illustrations of Rohault. In Fig. i,

from the church at Luzarches, France (begun in 11 80)

one of the saints bears a casket under his right arm;

in his left he holds the alms-bag. Fig. 2 is thought to

represent a case of surgical instruments, one of which

is held in the hand. In Fig. 3 an ointment pot or

medicine jar is held in the left hand; exactly what is

being done with it I do not know. The roller is seen

in Fig. 4. The attribute shown in Fig. 5, Rohault

calls a sword, though it closely resembles the attribute

on the mereau of Plate II, which he calls a palm. I

should have been inclined to reverse the order and
rather call the emblem of Fig. 5, carried upright in the

draped hand, a palm, and that in the mereau, carried

like a weapon, though to be sure in the left hand, a

sword. In Fig. 6 is carried the medicine jar {boite a

^ This doubtless refers to the rolled bandage, as referred to in Ezekiel

XXX, 21-22—"the word of the Lord came unto me saying: Son of man,
I have broken the arm of Pharaoh, King of Egypt, and lo, it shall not be bound
up to be healed, to put a roller to bind it, to make it strong to hold the sword.''
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remedies). In Fig. 7 (Berne, 1291) the saint is sup-

posed to be surrounded by pearls. I should have

rather fancied pills, though I do not know the original

color. The attribute shown in Fig. 8 (from a miniature

at Paris) is perhaps an ointment pot. With regard

to Fig. 9 I am in doubt. In the picture from which

I have copied this attribute, the saints stood facing

each other, both looking intently at the vessel held in

the left hand of one, while the other seemed with his

right hand to be approaching something like a candle

toward it. It almost suggests that the picture forecasts

the heat test for albumin!

In Plate II at the top I have represented from the

same source, the two sides of a mereau of lead from a

collection of seals at Constantinople. A mereau is a

ticket proving attendance at church. In the middle

of the Plate is the seal of the college at Luzarches,

where were built a church dedicated to Damian, and a

college to Cosmos. This separation of the brothers is

common in France but not in Italy. As is frequently

the case, they are here represented treating children.

At the bottom are, on the left, the escutcheon of the

Priory of St. Como, at Tours, on the right the relics

of St. Cosmo, as arranged in a casket in the fourteenth

century for the Bremen Reliquary, later removed

to Munich.

In many pictures they are associated with St.

Sebastian and St. Roch. Such pictures are in commem-
oration of plague or epidemic, for which Sebastian

seems to have been chosen somewhat arbitrarily be-

cause from earliest times the arrow has been symbolic

of plague, particularly in its virulent form, St. Roch
more appropriately, since the healing of those sick
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with the plague was the duty to which he devoted his

life until he himself fell a victim.

A painting by Titian commemorates the plague

of 1 5 12, and hangs in the Santa Maria delta Salute in

Venice, built as a thank offering for the disappearance

of the plague. St. Mark sits in the center, Sts. Cosmo
and Damian stand on the left, Sts. Sebastian and

Roch upon the right, the latter pointing to the sore

upon his leg.

Two centuries after the death of these martyrs a

basilica was built in Constantinople by Justinian, who
thought himself cured by their intervention, and after

that time, many churches in other lands than Italy^

were dedicated to them, e.g., Russia, Germany,

Spain, France and even one in England. Armellini

(Le Chiese di Roma) states that there were others in

Rome, besides the well-known church of Sts. Cosmo
and Damian still standing near the Roman Forum,

on the Sacred Way. This church was erected in 526

A. D., by Pope Felix IV, using as a basis the remains

of two ancient temples, one that of the Sacred City,

built by Emperor Vespasian (78 A. D.) after the

general devastation accompanying the reigns of Nero

and Vitellius, the other that of Romulus (309 A. D.),

son of the Emperor Maxentius. The Church was
restored about 1630 by Pope Urban VIII, and still

retains, in the Tribune, the original fine mosaics.

These represent on the right St. Peter presenting

Cosmo, and on the left St. Paul, Damian, to Christ,

who stands in the genter. On the extreme left appears,

in modern mosaic. Pope Felix bearing the Church,

^ A full description of many of these churches and their contents with

illustrations, may be found in Ribadereira.
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on the right, in mosaic dating from the sixth century,

stands St. Theodorus. Just why this saint is intro-

duced does not appear, since he had no connection

with the hves of Cosmo and Damian. It has been

suggested that his reHcs may have been preserved in

the church (Rossi). Sts. Peter and Paul lack attri-

butes, as they commonly did in early art, but they

are easily distinguished, St. Peter by his short beard

and hair, St. Paul by his aquiline nose and long brown
beard. At first glance Cosmo and Damian seem also

without attributes, but close search reveals a casket

under the gown of Cosmo and the corner of a similar

one under that of Damian; these (colored red in the

mosaic) were doubtless medicine cases.

In this connection Lanciani is authority for the

following interesting illustration of a tolerance not

always practiced by the opposing religions of early

times, but probably more often than is generally

supposed. He states that the walls of the temple of

the Sacred City were encrusted by ornamentation,

from the time of Septimius Severus, representing

various profane emblems. These Pope Felix not

only left, but imitated in the apse which he rebuilt.

The Church of St. Andrea seems to have had a similar

experience in that the mosaics representing goddesses

and the like were preserved, to be finally largely de-

stroyed, not because of intolerance but because the

cementing glue was deemed a remedy for ague.

Cosmo and Damian were not only the patron

saints of surgeons, apothecaries and barbers, but of

the iVledici family, whose coat of arms (red balls

variously arranged on a gold field) is explained by

some on the supposition that the balls are pills. How-
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ever this may be, it is a matter of history that the elder

Cosimo de Medici (perhaps so named for the saint)

employed Fra Angelico (about 1439) to paint an

altarpiece embodying their lives, besides including

them in his crucifixion.

Fra Lippo Lippi placed them on the right and left

of St. John is a dainty group painted for the Medici

Palace. St. Laurence (with the grill on which he

roasted), patron of Lorenzo de Medici, is included.

Salvator Rosa depicted them upon the pyre which

refused to burn. In the Vatican is a picture of the

brothers treating Christ disguised as a pilgrim.

According to Baring-Gould, the sacred sword with

which they were executed, still red with blood, is at

Essen in Westphalia, and their remains have been

scattered somewhat as follows: their bodies were con-

veyed to Venice, parts of them to Verona and Bologna,

a head to Imola, and most of the bodies to Amalfi; a

backbone was transferred to Malta, and other parts to

the Tagliacozzo in the Abruzzi; the entire bodies were

conveyed to Paris in the middle of the twelfth ce- tury

and dispersed in 1793; the bodies were brought from

Rome to Bremen in 964, to Munich in 1649; parts of

their skulls are at Prague and large bones at Cologne;

various other parts are elsewhere.





Literary Leanings of Eighteenth Century

Physicians

By Joseph Collins, M.D.

Mankind has always been interested in observing how
those who achieved distinction in any field of activity

amused or diverted themselves; what they did for re-

laxation, and what they did ''for the good of their souls."

The pleasantest books in reality are gossipy personal

memoirs. Pepy's ''Diary," BoswelKs "Life of John-

son," Saint-Simon's marvellous "Memoirs," the entire

twenty-two volumes, are largely gossip of men and
women, telling us what they ate and what they drank,

the games they played, the conversations they had,

their private interests and ambitions, their love affairs

and their crimes. Such documents of human nature

concerning great doctors are relatively scarce. The
reason for this is not clear to me—to be sure their

professional work is often so engrossing that time

is not vouchsafed them to indulge themselves in

pleasures and pastimes from which gossip is begotten

and the lighter side of life is alleged to be inimical

to the seriousness of the profession of medicine. The
likely explanation is that medicine, as a profession,

has never appealed to those of the artistic tempera-

ment, and the training of the physician has always

been adverse to the development of inclination to

wander for pleasure or profit into literary, artistic or

political fields.

The literary and artistic tendencies of physicians

27
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have been far more conspicuous in some centuries

than in others. The eighteenth century was particu-

larly sterile in every field of human activity, save the

social. It was a period of self-satisfaction, of arro-

gance, of theory-spinning, and of attempt of the

aristocracy to treat the proletariat as if they w^ere

slaves. The God-sends of the eighteenth century

were the Revolutions. No one can comprehend the

sterility of the latter part of the eighteenth century

who has not some knowledge of the political and social

conditions that existed then throughout the civilized

world, and which in France, through the activities of

those world-redeemers the Encyclopedists, led up to the

event from which the greatness of the French nation

has flowed, namely, the French Revolution.

The medical profession, of this time particularly

deserves the reputation of sterility and self-satisfaction.

There were, to be sure, in those five generations, a few

votaries of the healing art who did work which may
truthfully be said to be epoch-making, but they can

be counted on the fingers of one hand. Hunter,

Jenner, Alorgagni, Wolff, and Heller. Two English-

men, an Italian, a German and a Swiss. Steven Hales,

who discovered the principle underlying the hy-

drostatics of the circulation, was an English clergyman,

and although he looms large in the history of medicine,

medicine can no more claim him than it can claim the

Abbe Gregor Mendel. There were indeed, many
physicians who achieved great renown and whose

activities commemorate the beginnings of important

branches of our profession. Such was Sussmilch, in

w^hose labors was founded that most important art

and science, vital and medical statistics. Such also
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was Frank, the originator of preventive medicine,

whose name will loom larger in the future than it has

in the past. Such indeed was Thomas Young, the

founder of the science of physiological optics, the most

versatile learned man of his age, and probably the

handsomest, and such was Leopold Auenbrugger, the

modest artificer of physical diagnosis. These were

intellectual giants, but they were not Supermen.

In the brief remarks which I make this evening,

I shall make no reference to titular physicians, phy-

sicians by accident, as it were—even though they

achieved great fame in the world of science or literature.

Goldsmith, Linnseus, Lessing, Schiller, and others were

never identified with the medical profession in any

way save to use it as a staff to help them over some

rough place in their paths—Linnaeus, to get a wife,

Goldsmith to get a meal. Neither shall I speak of a

type of physician that may best be designated as

"leading" or ''successful," such as Boerhaave, Van
Swieten, Cullen, Werlhof and others. Much of in-

terest has been said of them, and more could be written,

but the final analysis must always conclude that they

were successful practitioners or teachers, and little else.

The eighteenth century in medicine was, with the

exception of the activities of the supermen previously

mentioned, a time of theorizing and of dogmatizing.

The Bavarian Stahl, and the German Hoffman were

responsible for most of it. From the former, Bordeu,

Barthez, Bischat and Bouchut borrowed the theory

of Vitalism which they elaborated to such an absurd

degree and from the latter, John Brown the uncouth,

vindictive, imaginative, intellectual giant, the former

''Diener" of Cullen, developed the system which
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absorbed the attention of medical Europe for upward
of a quarter of a centur>% and the reverberations of

which, in the terms sthenic and asthenic, are to be

heard even to the present day.

Of our eighteenth century immortals, the most
interesting from every point of view was Albrecht

von Haller. Of his activities Dr. Holden will speak.

His extraordinary versatility places him in profound

contrast to the founder of modern pathological anatomy,

Morgagni. The latter did nothing save his '*De

Sedibus et Causis Morborum," but he did for the

results of disease what Sydenham did for its actual

process. He described it fundamentally. He moved
medicine from the darkness of superstition into the light

of day. Haller had written thirteen thousand scientific

papers and practically all his experimental work before

he was 45. Morgagni raised the monument which per-

petuates his memory, the ''De Sedibus," when he was

79. Caspar Frederich Wolff who was as truly the

originator of modern embryology as Morgagni of pa-

thology was likewise a man that stuck closely to his last.

It is distressing to relate, but nevertheless true, that

Haller's opposition to the theory of epigenesis, upon
which Wolff built modern embryology, prevented it from

obtaining either a warm reception or general acceptation.

Haller, however, lived long enough to witness its

universal acceptation, and by that time, he probably

had ceased to have that perfect confidence in his own
infallibility, which all historians and critics of Haller

admit that he had for the greater part of his life.

John Hunter and Edward Jenner are so well known
even to the laity that it would be useless to recount

anything of their personalities, or to retell how they
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played. The former was a great biologist and a great

surgeon; the latter a great scientist and a great poet.

His "Address to a Robin'' and ''The Signs of Rain"

are, in the judgment of trustworthy critics, more

genuinely expressions of poetry than anything which

one, at least, of the Poet Laureates has to his credit.

It is particularly the physicians of literary and

artistic proclivities of the eighteenth century with

which we are concerned. Dr. Dana will speak of

some of the minor poets, so I shall refer only to a few

who are near classic. England seems to have had a

monopoly of them. Akenside and Armstrong wrote

poetry which is read with pleasure and perhaps profit,

even to the present day. Garth was a writer of oc-

casional verse which is still sometimes quoted. Ar-

buthnot created ''John Bull." Blackmore was a

poet, it is admitted. That he did not inherit the

divine fire is proven by the fact that he was more in-

sensitive to criticism and to lampooning than any

human being who put his name to verse, doggerel or

otherwise. One of our members Dr. Gushing has

published such an excellent account of Garth and of

his activity in the Kit Kat Club that we need not

attempt to recount his merit as a poet, racconteur or

physician. I may say however in passing that the

"Dispensary" upon which his fame chiefly rests was
published in the last year of the seventeenth century

and that his post-prandial verses which are of the

eighteenth century do not add materially to his repu-

tation. He was an interesting "composite": able

practitioner, eminent consultant, graceful poet and
"clubman" to use a modern euphemism.

To have invented "John Bull," as did Arbuthnot,
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to have been the friend and adviser of all the wits,

literateurs, and the ''smart set" of his age; to have

written a satire against the abuses of learning in every

branch ("Memories of Martinus Scriblerus") which

remains a model to the present day; to have been the

leading practitioner of his time and finally to have

deserved what Swift said of him—*'He had every

quality in the world to make a man amiable and useful

"

—indicate that his merit was as well founded as his

renown has been permanent. His medical works,

the chief of which is one entitled *' An Essay Concerning

the Nature of Alements and the Choice of Them,"
have small merit.

A marked contrast to these two English i)hysicians

were two other Englishmen who became rather well

known as physicians, but whose abiding fame has been

founded in their poetr>'. John Armstrong and Mark
Akenside may be said to have been real poets. Arm-
strong's poem, "The Art of Preserving Health,"

published in 1744, and which I show you, displays a

mastery of blank verse which is not often surpassed.

A competent critic (A. H. Bullen) has said: "Those
who value austere imagination and weighty diction

cannot afford to neglect Armstrong's masterpiece."

Looked at with an e\c critical of its content rather

than of its poesy it would seem to be an embodiment
of the commonplace.

"Toil, and be strong. By toil flaccid nerves

Grow firm, and gain a more compacted tone;

The greener juices are by toil subdued,

Mellow'd, and subtilis'd; the vapid old

Expell'd, and all the rancor of the blood."

There isn't anything new about this or anything
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startling, but it is a good expression of the efifect of

exercise upon metabolism.

He is particularly sane in his discussion of the re-

lationship of alcohol to health:

We curse not wine: The vile excess we blame.

After having dwelt for some time upon its baneful effects

he says:

Meantime, I would not always dread the bowl.

Nor every trespass shun. The feverish strife,

Rous'd by the rare debauch, subdues, expells

The loitering crudities, that burthen Hfe;

And, like a torrent full and rapid, clears

Th' obstructed tubes. . . .

In a similar manner the way in which he presents

the relation of health to the passions and particularly

to the dominant passion is temperate and judicial.

Taking it all in all the book is one that can be read

with much pleasure in the present state of our knowl-

edge of how health should be preserved.

Armstrong's "Economy of Love" is quite another

matter. It richly deserves what Bullen said of it,

"a more nauseous piece of work could not easily be

found." Armstrong was not very successful as a physi-

cian, although he seems to have had at various times what
are called good appointments but he was indolent and

he was redolent of the nil admi'rari. His own words

best explain his lack of success: ''I could neither tell

a heap of lies in my owm praise wherever I went; nor

intrigue with nurses; nor associate, much less assimi-

late, with the various flocks of pert insipid, lively

stupid, well bred impertinent, good humored malicious,

obliging deceitful, w^aspy drivling gossips; nor enter

into juntos with people who were not to my liking."

4
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It is easily seen that he did not fulfill either of Sir

William Osier's requirements for success in the practice

of medicine—Work, and love your fellowman.

Mark Akenside, who was born in Newcastle on

Tyne in 1721, gave much promise as a young man
that some day he would become a great poet, so in

his twenty-second year when he published ''Pleasures

of the Imagination," the poem upon which his fame

rests, he found the literary world prepared to give him

a warmer and more cordial reception than it does

most novices upon Parnassus. But unfortunately

he was without that possession which we call quality.

The son of a butcher he was unable to do that which

Keats did so convincingly, namely: to demonstrate

in his own person that birth and social position were

not essential for personal gentleness, or for true modesty

and solicitous consideration of others. Before he

was twenty-five he had a reputation for conceit, ar-

rogance, intolerance and contemptuous disdain which

would have prevented him from fruition no matter

what his intellectual possessions were.

The "Pleasures of Imagination" is a didactic

poem of two thousand lines of blank verse divided

into three books. The first book deals with the origin

of those intellectual qualities which combine to form

imagination; with the enjoyment caused by the ex-

ercise of these in perception and invention; and the

different degrees of beauty which are evolved by them

in the conduct of life and the study of nature.

Thus was beauty sent from heav'n

The lovely ministress of truth and good

In this dark world: for truth and good are one

And beauty dwells in them and they in her,

With like participation.
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In the second book, imagination is distinguished

from philosophy; the accidental pleasures which en-

hance the former are enumerated, and the action of the

passions upon imagination is described in allegorical

vision. The third book discourses on the pleasures of

observing the manners of mankind; inquires into the

origin of vice, and the action of the mind when engaged

in producing works of the imagination. The poem
concludes with an account of the advantages of a

well-equipped imagination.

Oh! blest of Heav*n whom not the languid songs

Of luxury, the Siren! not the bribes

Of sordid wealth, nor all the gaudy spoils

Of pageant honour can seduce to leave

Those ever-blooming sweets, which from the store

Of nature fair imagination culls

To charm th' enliven'd soul! What tho' not all

Of mortal offspring can attain the heights

Of envied life! tho' only few possess

Patrician treasures or imperial state;

Yet nature's care, to all her children just,

With richer treasures and an ampler state

Indows at large whatever happy man
Will deign to use them. His the city's pomp,

The rural honours his. Whate'er adorns

The princely dome, the column and the arch,

The breathing marbles and the sculptur'd gold.

Beyond the proud possessor's narrow claim,

His tuneful breast enjoys. For him, the spring

Distills her dews, and from the silken gem
Its lucid leaves unfolds; for, the hand

Of autumn tinges every fertile branch

With blooming gold and blushes like the morn.

Each passing hour sheds tribute from her wings;

And still new beauties meet his lonely walk;

And loves unfelt attract him. Not a breeze
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Flies o'er the meadow, not a cloud imbibes

The setting sun's effulgence, not a strain

From all the tenants of the warbling shade

Ascends, but whence his bosom can partake

Fresh pleasure, unreprov'd.

Although there is no medical writing of Akenside that

has any interest for us at the present day he delivered

the Gulstonian Lectures in 1755, and the Croonian

Lectures in the following year. Dibbin calls him the

most perfect builder of our blank verse. Nevertheless

the plain truth is that his pretentiousness and pom-
posity loomed so large that he was derided by his

superiors and scoffed at by his contemporaries. Ap-

parently he developed a large and fashionable practice.

One of his contemporaries has said of him ''he had a

pale strumous countenence but he was always very

neat and elegant in his dress." He wore a large white

wig and carried a long sword. On his visiting days at

Christ's Hospital he would order a servant to precede

him with brooms to clear the way, and to prevent the

patients from too nearly approaching him.

AsTRuc, Founder of the Higher Criticism

It is a far cry from the wits, dandies and poet-

asters of London to Sauve and Montpellier where,

in the early years of the eighteenth century, there was

working assiduously and successfully at his profession

one who was destined to great fame in a field far re-

moved from medicine—Jean Astruc, who is known
to the medical profession by his ''History of Syphilis,"

laid the foundation stones upon which has been con-

structed the mammoth edifice known as the "Higher

Criticism" that is, a general historical account of the
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origin and constitution of the Bible, criticisms and

views based on the substance and matter, as apart

from criticisms based on the correction and elucidation

of the text. He was born at Sauve, Languedoc,

March 19, 1684, and died in Paris in 1766. His father

in his early years had been a Protestant minister at

Sauve, but shortly before the Revocation of the Edict

of Nantes, he became a convert to Catholicism, and

devoted himself to the education of his two sons.

Jean took his degree in medicine at Montpellier,

and later became a professor in the faculty. He was
soon called to Toulouse, whence after a few years,

he went to Paris, where he became physician to Au-
gustin III of Poland in 1729, to Louis XV of France in

1730, and a member of the medical faculty in Paris in

1 73 1. So far as one may gather from his writings,

his chief interest lay in syphilis and in skin diseases.

The study of the latter led him to consider the

Pentateuchal laws of the clean and the unclean, and
this was the incentive which led him to the cultivation

of the field which he found so fertile. It is not at all

unlikely, however, that his early training, and the

instruction which he had received from his father,,

had much to do with it. Be that as it may, there

appeared in 1753 a volume with the title page as shown
on page 38. It bore no author's name. The book is rare..

Thereis a copy in the library of the Union Theological

Seminary here, another in the Bodleian in Oxford.

The one I show you was loaned to me by Dr. Francis

Brown, President of the Union Theological Seminary.

It consists of a Preface, pages 1-2, Preliminary Re-

marks, 3-24; Book of Genesis and Chapters I and IT

of Exodus (translated from the Geneva Folio Edition:
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of 1610, arranged according to the supposed Memoires),

pages 25-280; the ''Conjectures" themselves pages

281-495, and an Index of 28 pages.

CONJECTURES

Sur Les

MEMOIRES ORIGINAUX

Dont il paroit que Moyse s'est servi

pour composer le Livre de

la Genese.

Avec des Remarques, qui appuient ou qui

eclaircissent ees Conjectures.

Avia Pieridum peragro loca, nullius ante' Trita folo

A BRUXELLES

Chez F r i c X , Imprimeur de Sa Majeste,

vis-a-vis I'Eglise de la Madelaine.

M. DCC. LI I I .

Avec Privilege & Approbation.

The fear that free thinkers would misuse his work
deterred him from publishing it until his seventieth year,

and he issued it then only ''on the assurance of a man
learned and very zealous for religion" who assured him
that "far from being injurious, it could only be helpful

to religion" because it would remove or clear up several

difficulties which arise in reading the Book, and with

the weight of which commentators had always been

burdened.
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Many Biblical students before and after the Refor-

mation had pointed out that the Pentateuch was not

the product of one mind, nor of one pen (Moses),

but of several. Thomas Hobbes in his *' Leviathan*'

argued that at least two others were distinguishable;

Spinozzi did the same, and Father Simon, in his

*' Critical History of the Old Testament," published

in 1682 gave special attention to this feature, but

it remained for Astruc to prove that in Genesis and in

Exodus I and II Moses had used different documents,

and that of these the chief two were distinguishable

by the use of the two names for the Divinity
—

''Elohim''

and ''Jahveh," or as it is commonly written Yahweh.
It has now been accepted that the Hexateuch

(Gen.-Josh.) were first cast into written form in the

ninth or tenth century B. C, by a prophet living in

Judea who, from the almost exclusive use in his narra-

tive of the sacred name Jahveh—that is, Jehovah—is

referred to amongst scholars of the ''Higher Criti-

cism" by the abbreviation ''J". The next con-

tributor to them was a prophet who did not use this

designation for the sacred name, but who invariably

used the name ''Elohim" which means God. We
also know now, though it does not particularly concern

us here, that shortly after the existence of these two

prophets, another prophet of Judea compiled a com-

prehensive history of the traditions of his people,

using the documents of ''J" and of ''E," and that his

contributions are now labelled ''JE."

Astruc maintained that he discovered traces of

twelve documents in the Pentateuch, and he permitted

himself some guesses at their authorship. The writers

on Higher Criticism that I have consulted, say that
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Astruc's criteria, as far as they went, were valid, and

his results sound though incomplete, and that they

have abundantly justified his really important funda-

mental theory—that is, that the documents used by
the compiler of the Pentateuch have been incorporated

so much as they lay before him, that we can get behind

the compiler to the earlier sources, and thus push back

the origin of much of the Pentateuch beyond the date

of its compilation to the earlier date of the sources.

Astruc held to the traditional Mosaic authorship

of the Pentateuch, and he considered that it was es-

tablished beyond possibility of doubt by passages such

as John 1:45; 5:46.

Moses recounts in Genesis events which took place

2,433 years before he was born. He doesn't pretend

to know of the events of which he writes as he does of

those related in Exodus save either by revelation or

by having had it passed down, from mouth to mouth
of previous generations. In Genesis he speaks merely

as a simple historian and nowhere professes that he is

inspired. Later in the other books of the Pentateuch

he speaks of giving to the Hebrews orders directly from

God. Astruc very naively says that on account of

the long lives of the Patriarchs this oral tradition could

have been transmitted by very few persons. ^'Sem

who saw Lamach who saw Adam had at least seen

Abraham and Abraham had seen Jacob who had seen

those who saw Moses.'' Naturally enough the events

were modified and altered by the different mouths
through which they passed. Leclerc and Simon have

maintained that in writing Genesis Moses had recourse

to ancient memoirs which guided him in the matter

of dates and chronological order of events. The
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Abbe Fleury maintains that it would be difficult to

believe that all of that which Moses writes was trans-

mitted from mouth to mouth and also that it was not

necessary to explain the fact by miracle or revelation.

It is much more probable that writings have been

found which dated previous to the flood. Genesis

was doubtless a putting together of the works of several

writers. Of this there are many proofs, such as many
repetitions of the same event, also that God is called

by different names which are not synonymously used.

It is fair to suppose that each writer gave Him a dif-

ferent name.

In Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy,

on the contrary, Moses speaks only of his own actions

or of those of which he was a witness ; the only exception

to this is found in the two first chapters of Exodus
which contain the account of the oppression of the

Jews in Egypt, and of his own birth and childhood.

Here God is only called by the name of Elohim and

one is led to suppose that these two chapters had been

taken from the same original documents as had Genesis.

Astruc's judgment, viz., that the peculiar use of the

two names for deity raises a strong presumption against

a verbally inspired authorship is sound from the stand-

point of literary criticism. The quality of Astruc's

mind is shown by the ready way in which it fell into

accord with the literary activities of his time, which

were developing a new form of historical and literary

criticism. He caught the drift and made a free and

competent use of the new method. His judgment that

the use of the two names raises a presumption against

a single, original composition or authorship of Genesis

is also sound literary criticism. All the attempts, even
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recent technically elaborate ones, to find an obvious

reason for the varied use of these names by a single

author have broken down, mostly through their extreme

ingenuity. No ordinarily trained mind can follow the

whole ingeniously elaborated explanations of the advo-

cates of a single authorship, and it is difficult to see

how any mind occupied with the great themes of the

book could devote itself to such an inferior literary task

as weaving these names into the composition in such a

merely ingenious way. The result of such a theory is to

present us with two types of literary workmanship,

constantly intermingled in an unusual and inexplainable

fashion. The theory of a single authorship breaks down
at the same point as do the efforts to prove the Baconian

cipher from the Shakspere writings. Astruc*s acute-

ness of mind and literary training were sufficient to

enable him to see that no theory of a single original

composition of the Book would ever be able to give a

simple and obvious explanation of its peculiar features.

He has created an embarrassment for those who hold

to an inspired or a Mosaic authorship from which

there seems no way of escape.

On the other hand, Astruc displays literary acumen
rather than the possession of a well-wrought literary

technique. He overlooks some other obvious features

of the literary structure of Genesis which are much
more convincing, even if not so embarrassing as the

one he chose. For example, he does not call attention

to the discreteness of the paragraph structure, or to

the refinement of workmanship within the different

paragraphs. These indicate a finished literary crafts-

manship which do not go with an original production,

or with the idea of a Mosaic compilation. If we could
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think of Moses as having studiously revised these

accounts in old age, after a lifetime of literary artistry,

we might credit him with such a production. There

is nothing in the story of Moses, or in the literary

activities of his time, to support such a view, and it

resolves itself into a remote literary possibility, with

little probability from the standpoint of either Oriental

or Occidental literary history.

It is in fact the artificially finished product that is

found at the close or during the decadence of a national

literature. In this particular it may be compared to

the Homeric poems, which in their present form show
far too elaborate and studied workmanship, and too

reflective and critical a spirit to have come intact from

a single authorship, or from the early date to which

they were formerly assigned.

The exquisite, and almost poetical structure of

Genesis gives it a unity of literary form which has done

much to produce the illusion of single authorship which

has persisted so long a time. This confusion of unity

of structure with single authorship, is one of the easiest

to make, and hard to combat where there is any strong

predisposition to maintain the simpler conception of

the composition.

It is only fair to Astruc to say that competent

critics all maintain that the peculiar literary struc-

ture of Genesis is more obvious in the Hebrew, and

that it has become much apparent since a compara-

tive grammar of Semitic languages has shown how
different Hebrew is from all Indo-European languages,

especially in the matter of syntax, and its influence on
literary forms. With the development of a literary

criticism, specially formulated for the appreciation of
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Hebrew literature, there have come into view a number
of standards of literary judgment not readily applied

by one familiar only with European literature. All

this was beyond the reach of Astruc, w^ho had a trained

critical faculty, but not a developed literary tech-

nique. It is not strange that such critics as Eichorn,

working at the same time, should begrudge some of

the praise due to Astruc for his liveliness and penetra-

tion of mind, when he turned to the task of literary

appreciation. Astruc undoubtedly deserves great

credit for this work of appreciation, and for having

first elaborated a point of vital importance for dialec-

tic purposes, with such thoroughness and clarity of

statement that it has been impossible to overlook

its significance in all the later critical work on the

authorship of the Hexateuch. There is somewhat
of similarity between his relation to the methodical

work of Biblical criticism and that of Wallace's work
to Darwin in developing the idea of natural selection.

On the whole Astruc was not as near being a competent

literary critic as Wallace was to being a competent

scientist, but the analogy holds fairly well, and em-

phasizes the point that if the work of the trained

critics had not been done, the work of criticism would

still have gone on.

There is no note of romance in what we know of

Astruc. He talked with crowds and walked with

kings—and kept his virtue. He reminds me of a

Scotch Covenanter to whom genuine humility was

added. He adorned eighteenth century medicine, but

he didn't illumine it. The profession honor him be-

cause he was a genuine platonist.



The University of Alexandria^

By James G. Mumford, M.D.

We read in Neuburger's ''History of Medicine"

that even as early as in the time of King Ptolemy

Physkon, many scholars and physicians were expelled

from Alexandria because they followed the art of

dissection with its complement vivisection. The
statement is full of interest and of suggestion to phy-

sicians. There are many lines of inquiry as to what
Alexandria was like. Who was Ptolemy Physkon and

what his relation to medicine? What was the state

of medicine among those people, and why should in-

quisitive scholars and physicians have been so harshly

used? A little enthusiasm and a little imagination,

with such dim light as we have upon the times, may
give us some picture of that stirring and romantic

era in our medical history.

Our chief interest as physicians centers about the

noble university of Alexandria—its library, its museum,
and its schools of learning. For centuries before and

after the beginning of the Christian Era it stood for

progressive medicine, with how much justice we may
properly ask. With its laboratories and library are

associated many of the great medical names of antiq-

uity, while its 'downfall, though its gravity has been

^ Dr. Mumford died a few days before the date set for the presentation of

this paper to the Charaka Club. The MS. was prepared for publication by
Dr. Collins.
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exaggerated, marks in a sense the end of classical

literature and science.

The library and schools of Alexandria were Greek,

as all the world knows, and were nearly contemporary

with the founding of the city itself. Interest in these

matters fastens, therefore, on that amazing prince,

Alexander the Great, and on his able and pliant

lieutenant Ptolemy, who established the Macedonian

dynasty of Egypt. As Mahaffy says, there is some-

thing unsatisfactory in beginning a history with the

mature state of a nation. As in biography, so in

history we desire to go back to the cradle. Now
Alexandrian medicine is the outgrowth of Greek medi-

cine and culture, so that almost inevitably we find

ourselves turning back to the Greek civilization out

of which developed that of Alexandria. There is this

further confusion: Macedonia conquered Egypt and

established Alexandria, after the kings of Macedon had

overrun Greece itself and destroyed its freedom.

Politically and practically therefore Greece was ab-

sorbed in Macedonia, so that Greek culture migrated

with the conquering army of Alexander, and became
established on the northern shores of Africa.

The year 331 B. C. is the important date for

us—the date of the founding of Alexandria. That
date precedes by nearly two hundred years the reign

of that Ptolemy Physkon, whose repressive activities

Neuburger deplores. Those centuries were cruel and

blood-shedding times; the zeal of medical men seems

to us almost paradoxical, when we apply modern

standards, and think of physicians as concerned mainly

in relieving suffering. In the Egyptian atmosphere

biological and medical studies were controlled by scien-
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tific interest rather than by the altruistic purpose.

Through the centuries of classical times blood-guiltiness

was the habit of men. I know nothing more striking

than the reflections of Trollope when he writes for the

last generation on ''The Savagery of Classic Times.''

He deals with the mid-Alexandrian period, and with

that Julius Caesar, whose mistress, the famous Cleo-

patra, was the last independent monarch to rule in

ancient Egypt. ''That which will most strike the

English reader in the narrative of Caesar is the cruelty

of the Romans, a cruelty of which Caesar himself is

guilty to a frightful extent, and of which he never ex-

presses horror. And yet among his contemporaries

he achieved a character for clemency which he has re-

tained to the present day. In describing the character

of Caesar, without reference to that of his contempora-

ries, it is impossible not to declare him to have been

terribly cruel. From blood-thirstiness he slaughtered

none; but neither from tenderness did he spare any.

All was done from policy, and when policy seemed to

him to demand blood, he could without a scruple,

order the destruction of human beings, having no

regard to number, sex, age, innocence or helplessness.

... Of all those whose names the reader will

become acquainted . . . hardly one or two died in

their beds." As we know, Caesar and Pompey, the

two great rivals, were murdered, the latter in Egypt
itself. Writers may claim that policy was the reason

for these homicidal enterprises, and may point to

cheerful torturing and murdering for the truth's sake

of so-called Christians by one another in modern
times—but the fact remains that the upper social

classes among the ancient Graeco-Egyptians lived in
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daily fear of the executioner. Kings and other prac-

tical politicians murdered right and left for the good

of the service.

We read of the first Ptolemy, the model king, soon

after Alexandria's founding—how he sought to strength-

en his family by marrying his daughters to sundry

petty Greek tyrants. If the unhappy tyrants proved

restive, however, or failed to meet his wishes, politely

he requested them to commit suicide; and they obeyed.

The case of the wretched Nicocles, tyrant of Paphos,

w^as especially lamentable. Ptolemy suspected him
of treason, and not only compelled him to commit
suicide, but his whole family as well (Diodorus,

XX, 2i). The common people, the peasants and the

artisans, suffered in no such fashion, however. They
were useful income-making tenants of the crown lands,

and were fairly well treated as revenue producers.

The royal women of the times seem to have been the

most active of all the homicides. It is written of the

early Ptolemies, *'The king moved in an atmosphere

of pedantry and flattery much as Louis XIV moved
in the court of Versailles. There was no doubt the

same eagerness in the ladies of the court to attract

his favor, and though the mistresses of whom we hear

were by no means noble ladies, we probably only

know of those which excited scandal because they

were ignoble."

These astonishing homicidal activities of men and

women in the classic period lead to a further reflec-

tion on that which has been called the ** historic

sense"—an appreciation of the conditions which pre-

vail or have prevailed among other peoples and in

other times. We talk of traits common to human
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nature. Such traits are common in the most general

and broadest sense only. They are often merely

those traits which we share with all living creatures,

and, in the Darwinian meaning—the traits which are

often called instincts—which impel to self-preservation

by fight or flight, to the acquisition of food, and to

procreation. Sometimes, it seems as though we, with

our complex modern needs and development, have

little in common with our forbears. We have often

little sympathy with our immediate grandparents

even, a part of whose lives we have shared. Old time

local flavors and habits, prejudices and ambitions,

views and convictions pass us by. We care little

for old people's humor, for their dreary jokes, their

local sayings, their political views, their passions, their

religion, their loves and their hates. Their literature

must be great if it is to live among us, and even the

broad principles on which they founded their lives and
conduct seem often flat and unconvincing. How
then shall our understanding go out to men fifty, one

hundred, two hundred generations gone? Only for

scholars and for persons of the broadest interest and

perception have these matters an instant human appeal.

For the rest at first conviction fails.

So with scant sympathy perhaps we turn to that

society in which arose the Alexandrian School of

Medicine. We remember always that the School

was part of a great university, an organization some-

thing like one of the colleges which compose the English

universities of Oxford and Cambridge. We have
taken a glance only at the times, and have swept in

our view a period of centuries. It is well before con-

sidering further the accomplishments and the per-

5
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sonality of the great physicians of Alexandria, to turn

back briefly and to review the circumstances which

led to the foundation of that city, to its geographical

isolation from the Greek world out of which it sprang,

to the character and purposes of the interesting man,

the first King Ptolemy, to whom the university owed
its rise, and to his chief, Alexander.

When we come to a study of that amazing youth

Alexander, we find ourselves dealing with a tradition,

a habit, a purpose, a training and a genius far removed

from modern conception. The fact that one individual,

and he little more than a boy, should speak and act

and deal in terms of a world power finds no modern
parallel save possibly in Xapoleon; but Xapoleon was

not born in the purple, and he was no boy. Alexander

found all things to his hand and a world waiting to be

conquered. Sprung of a race more virile and aggressive

than the Greek, he yet received the best of Greek

culture when it was but little past its zenith, and

Aristotle himself was his tutor. For us, an estimate

of all this is difiicult, but it is fair to assume that when
Alexander crossed the Hellespont in 331 B. C. on his

career of conquest—he was then but twenty-two—he

had already a vision of that great Helleno-Persian empire

which he intended should dominate the world ; and that

deep in his consciousness was the purpose of mingling the

culture—art, literature and science—of golden Greece

with that of the more ancient civilizations. Boys of

that sort are little known to us moderns. In his wise

preparedness, his profound strategy, his whirlwind

daring, and his irresistible attack he was more potent

than all the athletic heroes of our most renowned

universities; and yet there was in him always as in
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them much of the boy, always the glamor of youthful

egoistic courage, of faultless daring, of generous chiv-

alry. And he himself was still something of a uni-

versity student. He had more than a smattering of

the sciences, and in a much quoted letter to his tutor

Aristotle, he complains ''that he had profaned their

dignity by divulging their principles.'' But let us

not take his learning too seriously. Though he revered

letters he was a tamer of wild horses; and as a true

disciple of the Greeks, in competitive athletics he

surpassed all his fellows. He must have known his

geography, for he pressed straight to his goal; and the

capacity of his men, for with his little army of 35,000

he attempted no more than he could accomplish.

Our popular naval hero Admiral Evans, started around

the world with his battleships ''for a fight or a frolic.''

To the superficial observer it was in the same spirit

that Alexander dashed into Asia, though ponderous

historians assert that he placated the Greeks by pro-

posing to punish the Persians, their ancient enemies,

and that his was in fact an exploring and scientific

expedition.

However that may be, Alexander flourished vigor-

ously m marching, battles, and sieges, conquering:

western Asia; and so at the end of the second year,

he descended out of Syria, and took over Persia, and
governed Egypt, which gladly threw itself at his feet.

His life for nearly a year in Egypt was a busy one:

settling the government, conciliating the priests, visiting

outlying provinces, worshipping at the desert shrine of

Zeus Ammon, and choosing a site for his city Alexan-

dria; laying it out and directing the nature of its ruling..

All that is history, but it concerns physicians, for
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Alexander's plans made possible the new University.

The city was to be Greek for the Greeks. Hellenic

soldiers and civilians were brought and were settled

there. It was to be the future center of Greek life

and culture, through which the conqueror's name
should be handed down the ages. All was planned

with the keenest intelligence and in the broadest

light of history, and yet, by an extraordinary series of

chances or misfortunes, history fails clearly to reveal

those generations to posterity. There were plenty

of recorders and contemporary writers, but their works

are lost to moderns. We must depend for our knowl-

edge of Alexander and his immediate successors on

writers who lived three or four centuries after Alex-

ander's world-conquering campaigns; much as though

our own posterity were looking to us solely for infor-

mation of Queen Elizabeth and Charles V. So for

Alexandrian history we must depend largely on the

later writers, Diodorus, Plutarch, Justin, Curtius,

and Arrian. Only within the past generation have our

archeologists been able to supplement through their

researches the tales of the ancient historians. Early

Alexandria had a definite significance. Rome and the

scramble of the peoples had not yet marched across

the scene. The remote Romans were still struggling

with their latin neighbors for the possession of Italy.

The world was Greek.

The man Alexander concerns us no more. In

331 B. C. he left Egypt under the satrapy of Cleomenes,

a bloody and unpopular person, and hurried eastward

to his conquering business. That absorbed him for

eight years, and then he died, and was embalmed by
the doctors. It would be interesting to tell the story
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of Alexander's army surgeons. There were such men.

The hospital corps was disciplined and efficient; camp
sanitation was good; epidemics few, and the death

rate low except from battle wounds, though Alexander

himself died of ''malignant fever/' Good operating

was done; the broad, dry deserts favored asepsis;

Greeks, Egyptians, Jews, Persians rivalled one another

in the care of the sick and wounded. Hippocrates

was but forty years dead ; the schools of Cos and Cnidos

flourished; the peripatetic surgeon still found work
to his hand.

To such considerations we shall return. Meantime,

with Alexander dead at Babylon in 323 B. C., and one

Perdiccas established as world regent, our Ptolemy,

son of Lagos (Soter) was assigned to Egypt, and hurried

thither revolving schemes for the founding of a Hel-

leno-Egyptian dynasty. He began by murdering his

brother satrap Cleomenes—a justifiable murder, the

the historians tell us—as what murder was not justi-

fiable in those days? Nevertheless Ptolemy was civil

and popular, not evil-hearted, we are told; ready to

favor a friend; cautious in action, wise in council;

not cowardly but circumspect; little exacting, free

with women, given to marrying; well read in the best

literature, stirring in intellectual activities, cognizant

of brains in others, versed in the history of statecraft

and in practical politics, a boyhood comrade of Alex-

ander and forty-four years of age. He lived to be

eighty-four.

Ptolemy's activity for the first twenty-five years of

his coming to Egypt seems to have concerned itself little

with arts, letters and science. Yet, if we choose to

regard the University as the central purpose of his
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life work, which probably it was not—then we see,

whether or no, that all the enterprise of his middle age

was needed for the establishing of order and the creation

of a setting proper to a later intellectual development.

It would be a simple matter to recite his political and

military business, for are they not writ in many books?

We may recall a few facts, however. Campaigners as

they were, they fell out among themselves. For a gen-

eration they tore at each other's vitals. They led armies

of shifting mercenaries up and down the world. They
formed alliances and broke them. They married each

other's sisters and daughters, and murdered and

divorced them. Their trumpetings were heard in all

lands from Macedon to India, and from Babylon to

Carthage; and yet somehow, in spite of the almost

universal murder and arson, treason and revolution

—

in spite of all these things the world of science and of

letters continued to flourish. That is an interesting

phenomenon, and only of late years does history

explain the paradox. The conventional historians

have dealt with kings and the art of war. The new
writers deal with peoples and the arts of peace; while

Periccas and Ptolemy, Antipater and Casander, Se-

leukos and Antigonus were cutting each other's throats,

Aristotle, Herophilus and Erasistratus with the millions

of gray massed people behind them were living the

life, populating the lands, paying taxes, practising law,

teaching anatomy and a hundred other matters, and

cultivating those letters which were to perpetuate the

doings of their rulers and the arts of the time.

Ptolemy found in Egypt an advanced civilization.

He disturbed the people but little, though his politics

and his laws reached out among them. He adopted
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their gods and he cultivated prosperity at home. For

years he and his generals and his admirals, with in-

creasing success, prosecuted wars by sea and land.

In 305 B. C, he took the title king, and the Rhodians

dubbed hirn Soter (Savior) for fancied aid. Then he

would have himself deified, and so the plastic Egyptians

made a god of him. But what was one among so many?
Meantime Alexandria, splendidly placed by Alex-

ander himself, on the sea and at the mouth of the west-

ern branch of the Nile, was growing in beauty and in

power. Covering an island, a great causeway and a

wide stretch of shore, it commanded a splendid harbor,

it received the tribute of a vast contributory territority,

it communicated by an ancient canal with the Red Sea

and with India, while for generations its fleets controlled

the Mediterranean and the islands of the sea. As he

grew old Ptolemy Soter associated with himself in the

government his favorite son, Philadelphus; and he

withdrew so far as possible from an active part in

world politics. He wrote a much quoted, but lost,

history of Alexander's campaigns and of his own times;

and turning more and more to intellectual pursuits,

he brought about him a group of scholars and scien-

tific men. Through their energies and specialized

knowledge he established and promoted that famous

University, museum and library with which we are

now concerned.

Let us date the planning of the Alexandrian Library

and Museum then from about the year 305 B. C,
for in that year Demetrius of Phaleron in Attica, fled

from his ungrateful countrymen and found refuge

with Ptolemy—Demetrius, the last of the great Attic

orators, a stateman, philosopher, and administrator.
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Demetrius was saturated with Greek learning and

tradition. Clearly he saw the future in store for

Alexandria, and cheerfully he advised and aided his

royal patron in establishing the university.

Now of the founding we know little more. Modern
literature on the subject is a mass of conjecture. Un-
happily the very site of the buildings lies buried in the

ooze twenty feet below the modern city, and evades

our questioning. And yet, again to quote Mahaffy,

*'The real outcome of the great school is fortunately

preserved. In literary criticism, in exact science, in

geography and kindred studies, the Museum made
advances in knowledge which were among the most

important in the progress of human civilization ....
In preserving the great masters of the golden age, the

Library did more than we can estimate."

We surmise with interest what would have been

the fate of the ancient world and of our own, had

Alexander never lived. It is probable that the chaos

of the nations would have been hastened, and that the

world-conquering Romans would have been called

upon earlier to bring order and stability to the exhausted

East. Greek learning, on the other hand, would not

have been hampered in its later empiric course. Al-

ready in Alexander's time the youth and creative

power of Greek genius had passed. Genius was giving

way to scholarship, the imaginative faculty to empiri-

cism, and epic poetry to the pedantry of the stylist.

It was a nation of virtuosos. Doubtless without

Alexander, Greece itself, a political negation, lacking

the stimulus of freedom, would have fallen the sooner

into that scholastic unfruitfulness which marked it in

Roman days. Nevertheless with Alexander, biological
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science, transported to Egypt and encouraged by the

condition of a new environment, received at first an

apparent stimulus with the decHne of creative genius.

Neglecting the metaphysical influence of Plato; m-
structed by the accuracy of the Hippocratic method
in the study and observation of clinical states, guided

and controlled by the deductive teaching of Aristotle,

science and especially the science of medicine took

on fresh life in the new capital of Egypt. And observe

that this fresh scientific life was informed and corrected

by painstaking research in anatomy and physiology,

by accurate observation in the laboratory, and by
concise and trenchant exposition. These reflections

are ours.

As for king Ptolemy in his old age, and his able

adviser, Athenian Demetrius, they had a great and

noble vision of Alexandria as a center of science and

letters as well as of commerce. Roughly, we date

the university enterprise from the beginning of the

third century B. C, as I have said. In some sort

Athens was the model, and we remember that in Athens

a nominal religious cult secured the property of each

school, and that each society or college had an inde-

pendent endowment by its founder and his disciples.

Such independence, however, was unsuited to the

schools of . the Alexandrian University, which was

controlled and fostered by a paternal and despotic

government. Ptolemy's view is still held by certain

dyspeptic moderns, that a state or church-endowed

university must teach those things only which the

patron approves. So in Alexandria they began the

king's giving to each master his salary. As a fact

Ptolemy had no special interest in the various schools
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and their teachings. He wanted a company of great

scholars to be doing their work in his university, and

so he brought them together. A fact of pecuHar in-

terest to us is the early Alexandrian conception of a

university's function. This first university was bidden

to flourish as a home of critical research and erudition,

rather thaii as a school for the training of young students.

As with certain of the ancient Italian, French and

English universities, the teachhig was accentuated

later. Gradually great men gathered disciples about

them—disciples with whom they walked, conversed,

debated, and worked in the laboratories. But all

the work was voluntary, or elective, as we say. The
students came and went as they chose. There was

no obligation of residence. There was no semblance

of a diploma.

The ancients called the collection of schools the

Museum, which shows its Attic origin; and the word

in Germany is still applied to literary clubs. There

was no necessar>^ collection of specimens—nothing

of the sort; the Museum was in fact the University,

and the Library was a librar3\ A word about that,

though we know little enough of its details. It was

the first great public librar>% and its size is variously

estimated at various times,—from 500,000 to 600,000

books. The Ptolemies stopped at no thievery or

bribery in gathering them. They brought books

from Greece and Syria especially, while in collecting

works on medicine Ptolemy is said to have robbed

extensively the archives of the island Cos, Hippocrates'

home school, as well as the neighboring and rival

Cnidos, on the mainland.

With the books and the buildings and the royal
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summons, scholars and scientists began to flock to-

gether in Alexandria. The celerity of their gathering

and the sudden fame of the Schools is almost startling.

At the end of the fourth century B. C, Ptolemy and

Demetrius plan the great enterprise. Within ten

years the faculty is in full chorus, the University is

the greatest in the world, the Library is unsurpassed

and the fame of the teachers draws scholars from

all civilized Asia and Europe. So we come at once

to the distinguished anatomist Herophilus, who was
there at the founding. We marvel at his prodigious

industry and his vast learning, and we lament that he

had no hospital wherein to carry on the researches

and the bedside studies of his mighty predecessor and

master Hippocrates. In the year 295, let us say,

we see the actual beginning of Alexandrian medicine,

and we find Herophilus at work.

In writing of a great man, and Herophilus was un-

doubtedly a great man, we ask to know something of

his date, his training, his associates and contem-

poraries, his circumstances, his achievements, and his

influence on his contemporaries and on posterity.

Now in the case of Herophilus, though many zealous

students have strained their eyes and nodded their

heads over the man and his works, they have told us

little. K. F. H. Marx, in his ''History of Medicine"

(1838), is still the authority mostly quoted, yet Marx
on Herophilus is dull and patulous. The other writers

scramble about and quote from each other. The fact

is that very little of Herophilus' original writing has

come down to us; and that little is to be found in a

few scattered paragraphs, mostly quoted by Galen.

Herophilus was born at Chalcedon in Bythinia, Asia
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Minor, about the year 345 B. C, and seems to have

come of a mongrel stock, but with a strong Greek

strain. He Hved within the zone of the great Hip-

pocrates himself, who may easily have been known to

his father and his grandfather. Who his parents

were, and of what sort his personality we know not

from direct authority. From fragments about him
gathered here and there of his own writings I get some
internal evidence which gives me a certain picture of

the man. I judge that when he went to Alexandria

in young middle life he appeared at once as a personage;

apparently a man of medium height, bearded, florid,

keen-eyed, eager of speech and vigorous of frame

—

stocky as we say. He must have been a controver-

sialist, philosophic in his approach to a question—for

such was his training—and yet a scientist to his finger-

tips.

He was well trained, for he had attended the an-

cient and distinguished medical school of Cos, where

Hippocrates was born and bred; and he was a pupil

of Praxagoras there, of whom the writers tell that he

was a ''celebrated physician"; for is he not described

by the moderns, especially by Kiihn.^ We remember,

however, that Cos and its neighbor Cnidos were the

great rival schools of the previous century, and that

their disciples seem to have hated each other with a

mean jealousy almost worthy of Samoan savages.

Further we recollect that Hippocrates and the Coans

were not greatly versed in anatomical studies, but

excelled in accurate clinical observations, in bedside

conclusions and in prognosis. It remained for Heroph-

ilus, the anatomist, to supplement their work. Is it

^ See James Finlayson, M.D., in Glasgow Med. Jour., May, 1893.
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not written that while Hippocrates was the Father of

Medicine, Herophilus was the Father of Surgery?

We must suppose then, from hints, anecdotes and

fables, that Herophilus came to maturity as a studious

and learned clinician, following the method of his

school; and that for twenty years or more he travelled,

studied and practised; travel-study and travel-practise

were the fashion of the day. I know not if he settled

regularly anywhere before going to Alexandria, though

it is likely that he may have lived much in Cos, for

dissection (possibly); at least for writing. Perhaps

he was practising there when he made a much admired

remark quoted by Stobaeus: ''Herophilus the phy-

sician being asked who was the most perfect physician,

replied, 'He who can discriminate between what is

possible and what is impossible.* " Again, who shall

say that Herophilus was not a wit, though his witti-

cisms were not all so subtle? There was a pragmatic

philosopher in Alexandria, by name Diodorus "Cronos,"

of the type known in modern vernacular as a donkey.

He would argue thus: "If anything be moved, it is

moved either in the place in which it is, or in the place

in which it is not; but it cannot be in the place where

it is, for if so it would remain there ; neither can it be in

the place where it is not, for how can a thing act where

it is not? Therefore it is not moved at all." Ptolemy
and the University authorities showed their tolerance

by letting him run at large without a bridle. One
day he dislocated his shoulder, and went to Herophilus

for help. "Why," said the surgeon with a laugh,

"your shoulder has become dislocated either in the

place in which it was, or in the place in which it was
not; but neither was it in the place in which it was,
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nor yet in the place in which it was not; therefore it

was not dislocated at all."

Ptolemy Soter persuaded Herophilus to go to

Alexandria about the beginning of the third century,

and the great physician was probably one of the original

professors. Briefly, he was an investigator and teacher;

an anatomist and operator; a student and philosopher.

Nine of his works are named and quoted, and Marx
gives a list of ninety-eight subjects with which he

deals—subjects the titles of which have been preserved.

His interests ranged from the healing of ulcers and the

nature of hemorrhage to the character of the pulse,

to ligature, causes of sudden death, prognosis, human
vivisection (pathology of the living), and the seat of

the soul. He made lasting contributions to anatomy,

a few of his best known writings being on the duodenum,

the pancreas, the liver, the cranial nerves, the calamus

scriptorius, the ventricles, the distinguishing of cere-

brum from cerebellum, and the describing of the tor-

cular Herophili. There were dozens of other subjects,

anatomical and physiological, which I would fain

discuss did space and time permit.

One matter is memorable—that matter which so

agitated Ptolemy Physkon two hundred years later

—

dissection and vivisection. Dissection was inevitable.

Through their own ancient schools and through em-

balmings, the opening of the dead body was familiar

to the Egyptians. Herophilus, before going to Egypt,

stipulated that he should be allowed to follow anatomi-

cal studies. But his vivisection of the human being

was often viewed with anxiety and alarm.







The Development of Anatomical Illustrations of

the Nervous System

The Work of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries^

By Charles L. Dana, M.D.

None of the early civilizations, however highly

developed, ever reached such a degree of evolution as

to lead it to produce correct pictorial representations

of the interior of the human body and in particular of

the human brain and nervous system. The Chaldean,

the Egyptian, the Cretan, the Grecian and the Roman
cultures developed to great perfection many of the

arts and a few of the exact sciences. The external

form of the body was well depicted by Babylonian,

Cretan and Egyptian artists, and was perfectly mas-

tered by the Greeks 400 years B. C, but it was not

until 1,200 years later that the human interior was well

known or correctly portrayed. The older civilizations

never had an illustrated anatomy so far as is known.

This kind of work was all done practically after the

1 The text of this article is based on an illustrated lecture covering not

only the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but to some extent the seventeenth

and eighteenth. This will account for the somewhat abrupt ending and lack

of literary form.

I am indebted to the articles of Sudhoff on ancient anatomical illustrations

(Archiv. f. Geschichte der Medizin); also to Prof. Wm. A. Locy's article on

"Anatomical Illustrations before Vesalius," Journal of Morphology, Vol

XXII, 191 1, p. 945, and I am especially indebted to Dr. L. S. Pilcher for

helpful suggestions, for the use of some of his anatomical works, and for the

information given in his historical articles on this period.

I have also to thank Dr. Edward C. Streeter for information regarding

the artists who did the work for Eustachius and Stephanus.
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beginning of the sixteenth century, and was not finished

for 300 years. If the school of Hippocrates or that of

Alexandria knew the human brain they left no com-

plete descriptions and no accurate representations of

it. Galen described the brain from dissections of the

monkey, the dog and the pig, but he gave little of its

human anatomy. He tells of the cerebral membranes,

the vessels, the ventricles, of seven pair of nerves and

the spinal cord. If he ever made any sketches, or

illustrations, they were never handed down.

In the middle ages, knowledge of brain anatomy
was a Galenical tradition or was lost entirely. Interest

at that time in the anatomy and physiology of the

brain centered mainly in the ventricles. Ancient

authorities, like Herophilus, had taught that they

were the seat of the soul and of different mental func-

tions. There was some difference as to details, but

the view of Rhazes seemed to be finally received, and

when in the late fifteenth century woodcuts of the

brain began to appear, they showed crudely the lateral

third and fourth ventricles, as the seat of imagination,

reason and memory respectively, in accordance with

the teaching of Rhazes.

Albertus Magnus (i 206-1 280) was a theologian, a

philosopher, and especially a student and interpreter

of Aristotle. He wrote also C*De animalibus") on

anatomical and physiological subjects and had a theory

of the functions of the ventricles. This was pictured

in a work called ''Philosophica Naturalis," published

in 1490. (Fig. I.)

About the middle of the fourteenth century an

Italian surgeon by the name of Guido de Vigevano
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Fig. I. Ventricles of the brain and their function according to
Albertus Magnus.
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wrote an anatomy, the manuscript of which has but

recently been discovered in the Hbrary of the Chateau
de Chantilly (Musee Conde). Some of the text of

this work and sixteen illustrations were recently pub-

lished by Dr. Ernest Wickersheimer in the Archiv.fur

Geschichte der Medizin, Vol. VII. Among the illustra-

tions are several showing Guido's method of exposing the

skull and one illustration shows the spinal cord and
brain exposed together with an outline of the spinal

nerv^es. (Fig. 2.) The drawings of the figures are

fairly good and the method of dissection seems quite

modern, but the number of the spinal nerves shown
is only eighteen. The sciatic nerve is shown in about

its right position.

Vigevano was in the serv'ice of the French Queen

Jeanne of Bourgogne. His anatomical work is thought

to be based somewhat on that of the surgeon Henri de

Alandeville, but the pictures of the cord and brain are

apparently original and are an improvement on the

work of the earlier surgeon. The work antedates also

that of the anatomical illustrations on the parchment

roll of John Arderne.

Dr. Carl Sudhoff's interest in anatomical illustra-

tions of the middle ages has added very much to our

knowledge of this subject. He has somewhat recently

described and reproduced an anatomical illustration

which appeared in the fourteenth century (Archiv,

fur Geschichte der Mediziji, Band VIII, December, 1914).

These pictures were taken from a parchment roll in

the Royal Librar>^ at Stockholm and they show figures

of the human body spHt in the middle and folded out.

The head is also split open and the drawings suggest

fairly well the outline of the human brain. They
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Fig 2. The nervous system, from an illustration
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present a much nearer approach to a true representation

of that or^^an than was shown in some of the later

f]j<ures (Fig. 3). The parchment roll from which

the pictures were taken is said by Sudhoff to have been

five meters long and to have been known as the ^'Roll

of John Arderne/'

John Arderne was an English surgeon who flour-

ished in the middle and latter part of the fourteenth

century. He practiced in Newark, England, but he is

supposed to have studied at Montpellier. He published

a work called "Practica," which was mainly a surgical

treatise and was one of the important contributions

to surgical literature of that century.

The foregoing illustrations were made Vjefore the era

of printed books and engraving. While the art of en-

graving began in the early part of the fifteenth century

and reached an extraordinary development in Germany
and Italy before the end of that century, this art was
not applied to anatomy until the century which followed.

In the last decade of the fifteenth century there

a[)peared crude attempts to portray the brain by printed

cuts, but the illustrations were schematic and quite

untrue to nature.

The first of these cuts were those of de Ketham
(1491) and Peyligk (1499). Their representations

do not differ much from those given by Magnus Hundt
in 1 50 1, and those of Gregor Reisch in 1504. (Figs. 4
and 5.)

J. de Ketham was a German physician of the

fifteenth century who lived in Venice. He wrote a

work on medicine called ''Fasciculus Medicine" (Venice
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Fig. 5. Brain and ventricles, Gregor Reisch, 1504.

1491). It contains in its second part an Anatomia

Mundini with anatomical illustrations (woodcuts),

some of which were colored.
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Johan Peyligk (1474- 1552), of Leipsig, published a

short compendium of anatomy in 1499, "Compendiosa

capitis physici declaration' It contains woodcuts de-

lineating the brain and the four ventricles. They
are of the same type as de Ketham's.

Magnus Hundt (1449-1519) was born in Magde-
burg; he studied philosophy, medicine and theology

in Paris. He finally became a priest and Donherr at

Meissen. He wrote a work called " Anthropologium

de hominis dignitate etc.," in the last chapter of which

is an illustrated compendium of anatomy which was
published in Leipsig in 1501. Hundt's illustrations

are taken in part from the Fasciculus Medicine of de

Ketham, and in part from John Peyligk (Fig. 4).

These sketches used by de Ketham, Peyligk and

Hundt were all probably taken from drawings made
by Henri de Mondeville, two hundred years earlier,

to illustrate his anatomical lectures at Montpellier,

in 1304 (Suthff).

In 1504, a physician named Gregor Reisch published

a work called "Margarita Philosophica,'' with illus-

trations showing the ventricles of the brain (Fig. 5).

They are also of the same type as de Ketham's.

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) made beautiful

drawings of the human body, its viscera, muscles, etc.

His sketches were not published till recent times, but

they show him to have had a great knowledge of

anatomy except perhaps in so far as the nervous system

is concerned. He made, however, some cross-sections

of the brain. . The accompanying illustration is taken

(by Prof. Locy) from ''Feuillets B. Les manuscrits de

Leonardo da Vinci." Paris, E. Rouveyre, 1901. The
work was done about 15 10, and is, therefore, better
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than anything done before that time; yet the repre-

sentations are far from accurate (Fig. 6).

Independently of da Vinci's work, a new type of

anatomical illustration suggesting modern methods of

dissection was done by Laurentius Phryesen, a Hol-

lander of Colmar and Metz. He was a prolific medical

writer, and was author of a book entitled "Spiegel de

Artzny" which was published in Strassburg in 151 7.

The illustrations are said to have been made from

drawings by a pupil of Holbein. It will be seen that

his illustrations like da X'inci's indicate actual knowl-

edge of the appearance of the human brain (Fig. 7).

In the early part of the fourteenth century (1308)

an Italian anatomist, Mundinus, published a small book

on anatomy which was for that time fairly good, and

formed the handbook of medical students for nearly

two hundred years. It, however, was not illustrated

and it was to fill up this gap that de Ketham published

his poor figures.

Now about the beginning of the sixteenth century

there was born a man by the name of Bengarius Carpus.

He graduated at Bologna, taught surgery and anatomy
there, then practised at Rome and became rich as the

result of his skill, especially in the treatment of syph-

ilis. He was a veritable student of human anatomy
and is said to have dissected 100 human bodies, a very

serious and difficult thing to do in those times. In

1 52 1, he published a book called "Commentaries of

Carpus upon the Anatomy of Mundinus." He il-

lustrated it from dissections and his book was the

first anatomical treatise ever really illustrated (Pilcher).

He has two illustrations of the brain, which are the

first anatomical representations which at all resemble
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Fig. 7. Laurentius Phrvesen, 1517.



Fig. 8. Berengarius Carpensis (Carpus), 1522.



Fig. 9. Dryander, 1537
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the human organ. They are said to have been done

by the artist Hugo da Carpi (Fig. 8).

His illustrations show that he knew the position and

shape of the ventricles, which he called the anterior

(lateral); the middle (third); and the posterior (fourth).

He gives a picture of a ganglionic mass that looks almost

like the optic thalamus but which he calls the vermis.

He indicates the white substance of the brain under

the name of medulla, and he describes the dura mater.

In the year 1500 there was born in Hesse a man by

the name of Eichmann. He took the name of Dryan-

der when he became a student and went to Paris, where

he studied mathematics and medicine. He later re-

turned to Marburg and was made a professor there.

He published an incomplete anatomical work, which

was also a commentary on Mundinus, in 1537. It

contains fairly correct pictures of the brain (Fig. 9).

These men then, Laurentius Phryesen, Carpus

and Dryander published works with engravings of

the brain which came nearest to correct representa-

tions, up to the time of Vesalius. Da Vinci perhaps

knew more than any of them but his work was un-

published.

Vesalius (1514-1564) was born in Brussels and
educated at Louvain. Afterwards, he studied medicine

at Paris under Jacob Sylvius, in 1533; lectured at

Louvain in 1536; became an army surgeon for a time;

was made professor of anatomy at Padua, 1 537-1 546.

During this last period he traveled to other universities

and gave lectures, holding for a time three professor-

ships.

He published six anatomical tables in 1538. These
were for the use of his students and were simply large
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loose sheets. Only three of the original edition re-

main. None of these tables contains the nervous sys-

tem. He ordered, however, such a table to be made
and this appeared later in a pirated edition in Cologne.

He published his great work, the Fabrica, in

1543. It was illustrated by Van Calcar, a pupil of

Titian; a second edition appearing in 1555. He gave
one section of forty pages to the cranial and spinal

nerves in the fourth book; and he described the brain,

with many illustrations, in the seventh book.

Vesalius left Padua in 1546 and was succeeded by
his prosector Columbus. Annoyed by the criticisms

of his work, he burned his books, gave up anatomy
and became physician to Charles the Fifth at Madrid,

where he enjoyed the life of a successful practitioner

for twenty years. His tragic death by shipwreck

occurred in 1564.

The illustrations in Vesalius^s ''Fabrica'* will show
what an enormous advance was made by him in the

matter of pictorial reproduction of the nervous centers.

Aside from their artistic merit, the plates of the

brain of Vesalius are lettered and described in a careful

and orderly way. So far as gross anatomy is con-

cerned, the descriptions are very modern and correct

(Figs. 10-13). One sees in order much as in the works

of today

:

Dura membrana; Tenuis membrana (pia mater); Convolu-

tlones; Gyri.

Corpus callosum; Right and left Ventricles; Plexus cerebri

(choroid); Venae graciles, lying on corpora striata;

Fornix or Testudo; Third ventricle; Pituitary body and

Infundibulum.

Outlines of corpora striata; Meatus leading from third

ventricle into the common cavity of the cerebellum; dorsal



Fig. 10. Vesalils, 1543.

Fig. II. Vesalils.



Fig. 12. \'esaltus.
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medulla, passing between the nates and testes (acqueduct

of Sylvius).

Anterior corpora quadrigemina (testes); Posterior corpora

quadrigemina (nates); Cerebellum and Vermis (vermi non

absimilis).

Dorsal medulla (calami non absimilis); V. Cranial nerve;

VI . Cranial nerve; VII. Cranial nerve.

Glans cerebri (pineal gland); Sedes cerebelli (restiform

bodies); Floor of the 4th Ventricle or Cavitas dorsalis medullar;

Median, right and left Pars cerebelli.

Olefactory organ; Coitus nervorum visiorarum; Nervus

visorius; Pituitary body; Meatus and pelvis for Pituitary;

Plexus retecularis or retemirabile about the Pituitary gland.

It is difficult to say what new features of the brain

were discovered and described by Vesalius. Probably

no one knows. Daremberg says that Vesalius added

little really new to anatomy and that his '^Fabrica"

was only a sort of second edition of Galen, ^^ revised,

corrected and much amended" and that many of his

figures fail absolutely in correctness and that ''such

faults are not to be compensated for by beauty of design

and engraving."

However, Vesalius certainly enumerates eleven

pair of nerves (missing only the fourth) while Galen

described seven and, as indicated in the preceding list,

he gave a systematic and practically correct description

of the gross features of brain anatomy.

The sixteenth century was one of intense individ-

ualistic activity in anatomical as well as medical and

surgical lines. It was the century of Fracastorius,

of Gerome Cardan, of Conrad Gesner ''the modern
Pliny," of Paracelsus and of Ambrose Pare. It was
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also the centur^^ in which many anatomists gained

individual fame for their special contributions to

myolog>% osteology, and the circulation. Columbus
and Fallopius distinguished themselves at Padua after

Vesalius left. Fallopius, we are told, described the

cervical and lumbar swellings of the cord and gave
in better detail the chorda tympani nerve and the

fifth, eighth and ninth nerves. Servetus, the theo-

logian, described the pulmonary circulation. Jacob
Sylvius, teacher of Vesalius, described and got his

name later attached to the aqueduct (but not the

fissure) of Sylvius. Cesalpinus almost discovered the

circulation. Massa was hired by the municipality

of Venice to teach its doctors anatomy. He showed
them the choroid plexus among other things and told

them it was the seat of the soul. Varolius (i 543-1 575)
devised a new way of dissecting the brain and described

the crura cerebri and pons. G. Cesare Aranzio studied

the nervous system and described the pes hippocampus.

Valverde, the great Spanish anatomist, made his

contributions, and Vidus Vidius described his nerve

and canal and became famous as a physician and

anatomist, though his works were not published till

the next century (Fig. 14).

But none of those men left any new and original de-

scription and illustration of the nervous system, except

Varolius, and his work appeared after his death (Fig. 15).

There were however two important contributors to

anatomical illustrations of the nervous system in the

sixteenth century after Vesalius, and these were

Bartholomew Eustachius of Rome and Charles Estienne,

called Stephanus, of Paris.

About the time that Vesalius was at work at Padua,
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Fig. 14. ViDus Vidius.





Fig. 15. Varolius. I543-i575- h = pox;
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Fig. i6. Eustachius, 1520-1574. Plates made ix 1552. Note the im-

provement OF the spinal cord drawing over that of Vesalius,
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Eustachius was doing also original work at the College

of Sapienza at Rome. Eustachius (i 520-1 574) studied

at Rome. He became physician to Cardinal Rovere

and was made professor of anatomy in the College of

Sapienza. He published his '' Tabulae Anatomicae" in

1564. But in addition he had engraved a very elaborate

series of tables, illustrating the anatomy of the nervous

system as well as of the rest of the body. These were

etched on copper and were the first illustrations of this

kind made for the purpose of anatomical description.^

The work was finished in 1552 but Eustachius was too

poor to publish it and the plates lay in the Papal

Library until 17 14 when Lancisi brought them out

with notes of his own, for the text of Eustachius was

lost. The illustrations were not as good as those of

Vesalius, but they show independent work and famil-

iarity with brain anatomy quite comparable with that of

his more famous contemporary (Fig. 16).

About this time there was a physician by the name
of Charles Estienne (i 503-1 564) whose Latin name
was Stephanus. He published a series of anatomical

plates at Paris in 1545. Estienne was one of a family

of printers and publishers. He himself studied medi-

cine and became quite prominent as a surgeon and

physician. His illustrations were done with the help

of a surgeon by the name of Estienne de la Riviere. His

illustrations of the nervous system and the methods of

dissecting for demonstration were shown in a very

original and artistic way.^ In fact, he was accused of

^ The plates were made by Eustachius with the assistance of Piero Matteo
Pini, of Urbino. They were cut at Rome by Giulio de Musi.

2 The first two or three of the 62 wood cuts of Stephanus were done by
the surgeon Estienne Riviere; then come some by J. Jollat of Tory's atelier.

The remaining are by various artists.
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trying to make fine pictures rather than good anatomi-

cal drawings. (Figs. 17-20.) Nevertheless, his anatomy
was far in advance of anything except that which

Vesalius had produced. He is said to have distinguished

the gray matter of the brain from the white and to

have discovered the canal of the spinal cord.

The history of the next hundred years shows that

neuro-anatomy made little progress beyond the work

of Vesalius and that of his contemporaries, and imme-

diate successors, Fallopius, Varolius, Eustachius and

Estienne.
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Fig. 1 8. Stephanus.



Fig. 19. Stephanus.
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The Bent Hinge

By Pearce Bailey, M.D.

Berkeley, Stone and I were finishing a meal unusually

elaborate for the Cosmopolitan Club. I had landed

that day, after three years' excavating in Greece, and

Stone had recently been elected district attorney, and

so I organized a little celebration just as we used to do

before any of us—or I suppose I should say before

either of them—had become famous. Stone had been

telling us about an Italian girl he had just convicted

and Berkeley was criticizing him, and rightly too,

I think, in that no reasonable motive had been estab-

lished by the prosecution. Berkeley, probably from

his long practice in directing the mentally unbalanced,

voiced all his utterances with an air of finality which

always exasperated Stone.

''Why," he persisted, as we all settled back in the

tiled pipe room after dinner, "some fancy may get as

strong a grip on a man's mind as though it were a fact

—

and make him act on it too. Would you call that a

reasonable motive for a crime? If you did, you would

have most of the poor devils who are now chattering in

Bellevue transferred to the Tombs."
''Oh! rot!" said Stone, clenching his big hands and

flushing with the vigor that had made him run ahead

of his ticket. "I'm sick of all this damn psychologic

pleading. It strikes at the root of responsibility, and
it's nothing but theory, anyway. You alienists are a

11
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dangerous lot. Really, you are. You do a lot of

harm. You ride your hobbies so hard you can't see

where you are going yourselves, and you spatter

everybody who happens to be in the neighborhood.'*

Berkeley and Stone were now glaring at each other,

just as they did in their debates in college, so I stepped

in, partly because I thought I saw where the difference

lay, and partly to keep the peace.

''You can't brush things aside like that. Stone,"

I said. ''Everybody has his own point of view—sees

things in his own way. I guess the truth is that every

fact casts a shadow which you might call fancy, and

whether you happen to see fact or fancy depends on

where you stand yourself."

"And where you stand," put in Berkeley, who
was always quick to grasp a point in his favor, "depends

on your mental habits—on your own mental inclina-

tions—in other words, on what you want. What would

be delusion for me would be fact enough for Stone.

I'll bet you ten to one. Stone, that you would have sent

Pitou to the chair."

"Pitou?" I asked, "what Pitou?"

Both turned towards me in surprise, murmuring

together,

"Why, St. Clair, of course."

My face must have showed my amazement, but they

could not believe that any corner of the world had missed

news of this tragedy, less than twelve months old. But it

was true. I had only seen St. Clair Pitou a few times

since we graduated— I don't care to think how long

ago that is— and since I had been away, had not heard

of him, but had supposed that this frail and fiery

friend of ours was working out his difficulties in his
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own way, somehow. I had often thought of him

—

in fact he wasn't the kind to be easily forgotten—in

either phase—for there had been two of him. In the

first he had outlived his Canadian ancestry and was

the boisterous, reckless college type; popular with men
and women, thinking the world a joke, and study a

close second to disgrace. Then suddenly, in our

senior year, he changed completely, became irritable

and self-centered, with only now and then a flash of

his old free spirit lighting him up and showing us what
he might have been. This metamorphosis got him
the nickname of the ''Bent Hinge," and we all knew
what bent him. It was a penalty that radiant youth

so often pays for its inexperience, and it ate so deep

into Pitou's fiber, that it ended up by crippling him.

But from the start it gave him a twisted point of view

on many things, and a hatred of women which amounted
to an idee fixe. Berkeley had kept in closer touch

with him than any of us, and was the first doctor,

I fancy, who finally told him the grim truth, before

his ataxia became evident to everyone. And now,

here he was, the central figure of a murder case.

My astonishment had restored the peace, and when
they were at last convinced that I knew nothing of

what they thought was common knowledge, Berkeley

consented to tell the story, so I write it out—not

exactly in the words he told it—but with the essential

facts which led up to the final one.

Pitou's marriage shocked many and startled every-

one who knew him. Even Berkeley, intimate as he

was, learned of it first through an announcement in

the newspaper.

" Pitou-Sorel : At The Birches, Henley-on-Hudson,

St. Clair Pitou and Catherine Sorel."
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Pitou a benedict after all! Mated for life! The
man who, since his senior year at college, had never

been known to mention women without losing his

self-control.

Berkeley could not explain it, even to himself.

He had never heard of a woman crossing Pitou'

s

threshold, had only once heard the name ''Sorel"

(shade of la belle Agnes!) when he cooled his tires an

hour at Loches; but he sent a telegram—short to con-

ceal his feelings—and shipped as his gift a pair of

ancient temple doors. These brought a letter from a

bridegroom who wasn't in the best of spirits and whose

legs were getting more and more unwieldy. He
begged Berkeley to come and see him, ''marooned"

as he expressed it, and at the end

—

^'
. . . Yes, Petruccio has married Kate again.

Your wrought offerings from the dead monarchies

—

such gems of art!—are worthy of a gayer nuptial."

A few days later, Berkeley found Pitou in a steamer

chair on one of the generous verandas of his manor,

perched high above the Hudson.

He rose quickly and started unevenly towards his

visitor. On reaching the steps where he tried to stop,

he toppled and might have fallen had not a young

woman, darting from somewhere, grasped him firmly

around the waist and restored his balance. She was

short and brown, sturdy and resilient as a new-cut

forest branch, with an air of purity and outdoors.

Her grasp of the man was so sure and yet so modest

that Berkeley, with his professional comprehension,

put her down as a wild young animal, only half awak-

ened to its strength, quivering between its primal

instincts and the first checks of training. She stood
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by her husband with a combined air of duty and

affection plainly bridal, as Berkeley came up, holding

out both hands, to make a circle of the three of them.

It was the kind of a meeting that should foster good

humor, but Pitou did not take it that way exactly.

His first greetings to Berkeley soon subsided and he

shook himself free from the circle, moving along to a

convenient pillar which he embraced.

''Well,** he called from this vantage point to Berke-

ley, who still held the young wife by the hand, ''didn't

you ever see a woman before?"

The rudeness was too unreasonable to disturb a man
whose living depended upon composure, but Kate crim-

soned, dropped Berkeley's hand as though it burned

her, moved away from him toward her husband, but

when halfway, stopped, with drooping eyelids.

"Oh! come, Kate," said Pitou, "don't get sensitive

about it. You women can't seem to take a joke. Now
go and see if everything is in order in the doctor's

room— there's a dear!"

She seemed to need no urging, and was gone.

"What else could I do with no heir in sight?"

Pitou said, shrugging his shoulders after her as he

regained his steamer chair, with Berkeley, still friendly,

towering over him.

Pitou had lost his air of banter now.
" I don't suppose you know what it is to want some-

thing that belongs to you alone? You've got your science

—something that's universal. But what I want is per-

sonal and something no one else can buy or meddle with.

Things won't do it. Look at this farm"—he included

the stretching acres with a sweeping gesture. "What
is it? Apple trees and pastures—that's all. They

7
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don't satisfy much. It must be something enduring

—

something that will be here when I am gone. Some-

body who will carry things on just because I started

them. Oh! I know! you'll get scientific names for it

—

'egotism,' 'paternal instinct.' I don't care what you

call it. Its me! the strongest part of me. Berkeley,

I want a son!"

He turned to his big friend in the way people often

do to physicians, as though their groping fingers held

the keys of life.

''I think I understand," Berkeley began to say,

but Pitou did not let him finish.

''How can you understand? If you understood,

you would have married. I would have long ago,

except—well, I was always stopped by that terrible

distrust of the sex that wrecked me. So I boiled

inside, and reclaimed fields and planted apple trees.

I put it off. Never really, of course, but I thought I

could juggle with it—do it any time I wanted to. But
lately I've had some heavy jars, and this damn crippling

business"—he ran his hands up and down his thighs,

kneading them so his fingers disappeared in the folds

of his flannel trousers
—

"this damn crippling business

changed the whole proposition. It was plain enough

that the trap I was caught in was made of steel. Could

I still have a son? Can I Berkeley?"—he leaned

forward, peering into Berkeley's troubled eyes.

"You don't know! of course you don't. Science isn't

practical. It always leaves the doubt. But doubt

shakes a man, changes him so even his own family don't

know him. That thought has been coursing through

my mind for months. Meanwhile, the chances were

getting less—getting less every day. It was now or
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never, that was plain enough, and so I—of course she's

not de race, exactly—she's Prosper's daughter—but the

family is fertile."

Berkeley, rearranging his dress before dinner, no-

ticed the traces of a woman's hand, so long foreign

to that house. Sprigs of wild honeysuckle danced on

his dressing-table—the towels, ragged in the old days,

were neatly mended—a birch bark ash receiver stood

on the night-stand. His room, gloomy in recollection,

now breathed freshness and the spirit of summer, which

is the spirit of the feminine.

When he came down, his host was waiting on the

veranda, where the rustic table, gay with roses, caught

the evening breezes and looked out over the majestic

river, slowly settling into misty darkness. Into one

of the two wicker arm-chairs Pitou slid, and motioned

Berkeley to the other.

''No, she's not coming," he said, in answer to

Berkeley's hesitation. 'Til send for her by and by,"

and so the meal began.

Prosper, the old Canadian retainer, was too un-

obtrusive and too efficient to be acting solely on his

own initiative, and whispered directions from inside,

and an occasional flitting shadow showed that some
household deity was watching over them.

The night fell heavily, pushed back from the table

by four candles, which, shining yellow in their faces,

made the surrounding blackness deeper, so they

talked in lowered tones. Pitou showed no inclination

to resume personal topics and so the conversation

followed the land, the crops, the breeding of cattle, the

growth of trees and finally, the evolution of our native

fruits, a subject the master was well versed in.
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''The plants have the best of us/' he said, the light

almost shining through his transparent hand as he held a

candle for Berkeley to light his cigarette. ''One can rec-

ognize their offspring. I can identify every apple whose

branch Fve grafted—you can't cheat me on the parent-

age of a hybrid. But think of all the pretenders, all

the contests over the identity of infants—there's

something not so easy. Why can't the Rockefeller

Institute do something really useful? Why doesn't

it find out how to prove paternity? What are you

doctors good for, anyway?"
"Oh! come," said Berkeley, tipping back his chair

and looking toward the river, "I'd almost forgotten

I was a doctor. Let me enjoy forgetting it. Let

me absorb the spirit of the country, or I'll tell you,

there's something I'd rather do—

"

"What's that?" asked Pitou.

"Make my acquaintance with Madame."
At the mention of his wife, Pitou ruffled, but called

loudly, "Kate! Kate!" Getting no answer, he called

again even louder, twisting around to look inside the

house, until helped by his cane, he got up from the

table, and hobbling toward the window, called the

butler roughly, who responded with the accent of the

Canadian habitant.

^^ Madame s'en est alike se promener affer de cafe.'"

Pitou turned from him with disgust, and as he did

so, a broad shaft of light, flung from a river steamer

on its way to Albany, lit the whole veranda with its

whiteness, showing his face taut and angry.

"She's always doing things like that, " he grumbled,

half to himself, as he slid into his chair again
—

"she's

never contented—you can't keep her in one place—she's
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always careering off somewhere when she's wanted.

Are women all so restless, Berkeley? Where did she

go, Prosper?
'*

The old man, rounding his respectful shoulders,

did not know exactly.

'^Au pare, peut-etre,^' he said.

^'That means the birches," snarled Pitou, referring

to a fine growth that lined the steep hillside which

ran down to the river and which had given the place

its name.

'*I curse the day my father planted the wretched

trees. Kate almost lives there. I suppose she goes

there to avoid me. But sometimes I think perhaps

there are other things she goes there for. I sit here

and fume and wonder, for of course, my legs won't

let me follow her. Tve locked the gate now that leads

there from the highway—no callers from that side,

anyway."

Berkeley tried reassurance, telling Pitou to stop

and think a bit. She was young, needed exercise and
air, and besides, the woods, especially the birches,

were her oldest friends, and old friends were not often

dangerous rivals. But with the bachelor's distaste

for troubled domesticity, he invented a forgotten sick

man, and sent Prosper for his hand-bag. Instead of

waiting for the carriage, for which there was barely

time, he would go down on foot, he said. Pitou was
gloomy, barely gracious, although he tried to pull

himself together.

''Here's the key to the gate," he said in parting.
*'

I guess I can trust you with it."

The moon had risen and brought into picturesque

outline the farm buildings, and further on had turned
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the birch-trees into fairy shafts of marble. Halfway

down the hill, amidst the foliage, Berkeley's eye caught

an outline a hundred yards away, too substantial for a

shadow, yet too indistinct to be identified as human.

On looking closer, the outline seemed familiar, and he

called out:

''Mrs. Pitou, is that you?"

The shadow was voiceless.

'*0h, come now, Kate, that's not fair!" Berkeley

cried. 'Tm too fat for hide and seek—we must be

friends—let's begin among the birches!"

The rustle of the breeze in the feathery tree-tops

was the only answer. He looked up the hill and down
it, in and out between the trees, everywhere, wondering

if the birches were a meeting place of shadows. There

was nothing to suggest it—nothing but the first

shadow and the pure birches pointing skyward; then

the whistle of the locomotive rounding a curve up the

river, made him hurriedly regain the path, and he reached

the station just in time to catch his train.

Early in the following winter, Berkeley received

the following from "The Birches."

"Get me a specialist," the letter ran, "that I can

trust. There must be no slip up—for this is the chance.
'

'

Berkeley despatched Dr. Swenson, a florid, cheerful,

little man, whom his medical friends did not count

an intellectual equal, but whom they generally relied

on when in trouble.

"The boy is a w^onder—a perfect little star," he

said in his high pitched voice to Berkeley after he re-

turned to town, his mission over, as they sat in Berkeley's

ofiice. "He proves the rule that eccentricity in an-

cestry seasons offspring all right."
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^'How so?'' asked Berkeley.

"How so?" Swenson responded in a mounting

treble, ''how so? There's a question from an alienist!

Why he is swinging on a bent hinge. He's living

mighty near to Queer Street, if anyone should ask

you."

''The poor chap has trouble with his legs," Berkeley

said, apologetically.

"Thank you," the doctor answered drily. "I

might have found that out without a consultation

—

but what about his head?"

"Did you find that ataxic, too?"

The doctor put his plump hands on his knees, and

leaning a little forward, looked at Berkeley half puzzled

as he said:

"Do you call it odd, or do you call it normal, for

a man not to care about the suffering and danger of

his young wife? Things up there didn't go well at all

at first, and I said to him:
"

' Mr. Pitou, your wife may not pull through.' Do
you suppose that phased him? Not a bit. 'You've

got to save the child,' was all he said. But he stiffened

like a ram-rod and scowled from under his big eye-

brows so viciously, that I made up my mind there and
then, that if I failed to save the child, I wouldn't wait

to say good-by. And when the child was born, he sat

with it for hours, poking it and feeling its head, and
comparing it with photographs of himself, taken in in-

fancy—he never sent to inquire about his wife—did not

even ask about her when I met him. What do you call

that, anyway? Eccentricity, psychopathic personality,

monomania? I call it lunacy, pure and simple. And
then, what makes the fellow so suspicious if he isn't
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crazy? He would go slapping about the house at all

hours of the day and night, pulling out drawers and

opening closet doors—always rummaging. When I first

arrived and he read your letter of introduction, he looked

me in the eye, cool as a fish, and said:

'' ^Are you the doctor?' I suppose you alienists

have a name for such performances. Call it what you

like, but ril tell you this much, Berkeley, when a

mother acts toward her child as Pitou acts towards his

wife, I take the child away from her."

Swenson turned around at the sound of a smoothly

opened door, to face a sombre Englishman, compressed

to silence by generations of servitude, who was offering

him a yellow envelope on a silver tray.

"By God!" the little doctor cried, reading the

telegram, and handing it to Berkeley, "There's

rotten luck for you ! I knew something like that would

happen!"

The child, it seemed, was desperately ill. Swenson

was off at once, stuffing his pockets with cigars as he

went.

When Berkeley, following later, got off the train

at Henley that evening and saw his colleague, dis-

tressed and even a little haggard, pacing up and down
the small country platform, waiting for the south-

bound train, he knew the truth at once.

"Yes," said the doctor, "it was gone before I got

here. Pyloric stricture, probably. Poor little star!

He set too early. It seems to me like a full-stop for

his father. He took it like an image—didn't speak a

word—but his strength gave out completely and they

had to carry him to his library, his legs hanging down
like flails, so Prosper told me. Keep an eye on him,

Berkeley, or he will slip his cable too."
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He was still talking, standing on the platform of the

Pullman, as the huge chain of cars began to push slowly

towards the city. Berkeley, scenting disaster, waved
aside the dog-cart and started for the hill on foot.

The key Pitou had given him undid the gate in the

boundary fence, and he at once was grappling with

the steep incline. His feet slipped on the wet leaves

which hid the path, and he had to ease his heart by
grasping the birches whose smooth bark shone even

through the winter darkness. When he reached the

summit, out of breath, streams of light were coming

from the house and shadows were flitting back and

forth across the drawn white shades. Skirting the

long veranda, he went directly to the library where he

found a lonely, shrivelled figure which recalled by
contrast a vision of the early days when the brawny
young Canadian, aggressive and inexhaustible, came
tearing down the football field, littering the ground

with his opponents. He had to wink his eyes for a

new focus before he could reconcile that picture with

the present one—before he could realize that the inert

mass cradled in the armchair had once been gay and

strong and twenty. He went over to him, and, sitting

on the side of the chair, threw his arm affectionately

about his shoulders in the old college fashion.

''Come, St. Clair," he said, ''this won't do. Pull

yourself together. You're not the man to quit just

because youVe lost a throw. That's not what we
learned at Princeton. Next time you'll win. Every-

thing will comQ all right. All you've got to do is to

believe it."

The psychotherapy which had made Berkeley

famous, here curled up on itself, and fell unheeded.

"No use, Jim, I'm through."
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He kept his eyes fixed on the floor, his hands limp

between his useless knees, and shook his head slowly

from side to side.

''Foiled, degraded, whipped at every turn. The

game has beaten me— I can't play it any longer. The

odds were too heavy, anyway— I was overweighted

—

you couldn't expect me to win against them. But

I could stand all that; what is killing me is the dis-

grace!"

Berkeley feigned not to understand. Pitou remained

a moment silent ; then, lifting himself upright in the chair

by his hands, with startling suddenness, he shook his

shoulders free and threw them back in the old vigorous

fashion, while his whole frame sprang into new life as

though it had been flushed by some forgotten spring of

energy.

"There's one thing I can do before I go," he ex-

claimed, "and by God, I'll do it. Prosper!" he called,

"Prosper."

There was no one to answer, as all the servants,

occupied upstairs with melancholy duties, were out of

hearing.

"That's always the way," he almost whined, settling

back in his chair, "and here in my own house, too!

neglected, defied, laughed at, even."

He trembled violently, and his cheeks, gray a few

moments ago, were now splashed with red. Berkeley

slipped out of the room and meeting Prosper on the

stairs, brought him to the library. Before he was fairly

in the doorway, Pitou had shouted to him,
" Bring your mistress here."

"Ma' M'sieu'' the old man stammered, ''Madame
est couchee, elle est toujotirs an lit.''
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The master^s eyes blazed dangerously, as he made a

quick movement toward a heavy paper cutter which

was on the stand beside him.

''None of your mongrel French/* he screamed.

"Bring her here—do you understand me? and at once!

If she can't walk, carry her, pull her, drag her, but

bring her here!"

Prosper melted, without a word, while Berkeley,

having closed the door, went over to the excited man
and did what he could to calm him.

"Some justice shall be done," jerked out Pitou,

shrilly. "It's vital. And you shall be a witness to

the whole damned scandal. Have I no rights? Shall

I sit by and see myself dishonored? I'm entitled to an

answer, and will have it. I've played the fool for

months—now she's got to face me. I can't go to her

—

anyway, she's been in bed a week—long enough—you
can't hurt these Canadians."

A knock came at the door, which Berkeley, going

across the room, reopened. Framed there she stood,

a child of twenty, rounding out a cotton night-dress

which was buttoned to the neck, hair loosely braided,

a red knitted shawl about her shoulders, brown ankles

bare, and on her short feet embroidered moccasins.

Quivering, she looked at her angry husband, but

behind the fear, derived perhaps from generations of

peasant ancestry, lurked like a warning, a dull resist-

ance. Turning a little in his chair to face her squarely,

Pitou glared pitilessly at her.

"Now, woman," he said, his voice again controlled

and even, "you are here to tell the truth. I'll have
no lies—no woman's dodging

—

I'm bound to have
the truth. I want to know w^ho is the father of the

child that's dead."
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Her gentle eyes, red from a mother's weeping,

dilated, looking into space, while through her parted

lips came a gasping, hurried respiration which alone

disturbed the stillness of the room. She swayed a

little, as her head turned slowly from side to side, as

though despairing or denying, but made no answer.

''Come, speak," cried Pitou, every moment more

excited and beginning to twitch over his whole body.

''Let Dr. Berkeley, let your father and the other

servants, let the whole world know every detail of the

outrage you have put upon me. Out with it, do you

hear me? I want the whole story from the day you

came here till the day the child was born. Who was it?"

A little thrill passed over her, but she at once sup-

pressed it and, resting a hand on the pillar of the door-

way, she looked in his direction, but past him, at a

huge moose-head, whose antlers spread out into the

room like fans.

"Such words are not spoken to women in my
country," she panted. "Our men have a higher

honor. They kill their wives sometimes—oh, yes,

no one cares for that—but they do not drag them in

the dirt." Then she stopped, and moved from the

doorway, until she stood alone, scorning support, erect,

independent, her eyes wavering no longer, but focused

full on him, flashing an untamable defiance, as the

words spurted from her.

"If you don't know who is the father of the child,

I'll never tell you."

"Then the truth dies with you," screamed Pitou,

as, with a panther's quickness, he drew a long barrelled

revolver from beneath the table, aiming as he fired.

The arm she threw up for defence, dropped like a
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broken stick, and with a low groan, she settled to the

floor, blood streaming from her mouth.

As Berkeley finished, midnight was striking from

some far-off steeple. I counted the strokes mechani-

cally until they reached twelve, and then Berkeley

went on again.

"Surgical conservatism saved her life—after three

months in bed, she was none the worse off than for a

crooked forearm, a scar in one lung, and a .32 calibre

bullet lodged for life in her fifth dorsal vertebra. She's

back in Canada."

"And St. Clair?" I asked.

" Oh! he was too far gone to stand a shock like that.

I told you his last words. He slipped away two days

later, watched over by a fat policeman."

"A strange contradiction," I murmured. "One
person digests a lump of lead and the other dies from

the report of the gun which fires it."

Here a waiter came to tell us that the bar was
closing. No one seemed to care. I know I felt no

need of extra stimulation after that grim story,

especially now, fired as I was by a growing, resistless

desire to know the real reason why. I had forgotten

about my friend Pitou—what I wanted was an explana-

tion of the case. So I put the question flat to Berkeley

—who looked at Stone sidewise, as he answered:

"Well, as I said before, here's a chance for disa-

greement. Fear or fancy drove him. You've heard

the story. Take your choice. That is," he added,

with that superior smile of his which is always irri-

tating
—

"that is, choose what suits you."

I was in no mood to be lorded over, and besides I
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didn't believe that Berkele^^ had told us all the facts,

so I asked him, rather sharply, if there had never been

any talk about her.

''Never heard of any," he replied, ''she was a wild

thing from the woods—not a bit the temperamental

type. Besides, the geography of the place didn't

favor romance. I never met a man there, and as for

neighbors, they practically had none."

"Hm," I said, "did they have any?" I was de-

termined to get at the bottom of the thing.

"No, none at all, unless you want to count a half-

witted artist who lived four miles away—a chap named
Roos."

"Roos, Roos"—the name sounded uncannily fa-

miliar, though I could not place it. " What w^as he like?"

said I, absently, for I was miles away, canvassing

my memory.

"Bearded to the eyes—that's all I remember. I

only saw him once."

"Roos—Roos"—the name took possession of me.

Had I heard it—or seen it? One of the two, and recently.

While going over what I had been reading, hearing,

seeing, a picture shop in which I stopped the day I left

London, flashed before me, and the mystery was solved.

It was all as plain as day—Pitou, his wife, the birches,

Roos. Berkeley was getting up, but I made him sit

down again, as I winked at Stone.

"I want to tell you of a picture I saw ten days ago

in London," I said, as calmly as I could. "It was a

ripping canvas, really—one of the kind you don't

forget in a hurry. A side-hill of rocks and underbrush,

and birch trees shooting up everywhere. They were

the real things—milky white with dusky splashes in
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them, and you could almost see the filmy leaves shudder

in the breeze."

I had the attention of both of them now.

"It wasn't pure landscape, though, for deep in the

background was the figure of a woman. Not distinct

or outlined, nothing definite about her—but there she

was—young and brown and strong. In view of what
weVe been talking about, you may be interested in the

title of the picture." They both leaned forward

tensely.

"The title was," I said, "The Lady in the Birches."

The silence was broken finally by Stone, who had

begun to smile with the air of a man who had known
it all the time.

"And the artist's name," said he, at last, settling

back in his big chair till he seemed to overflow it,

"was Roos! Of course."

Stone and I now turned toward Berkeley, bristling

a little, as though we had agreed to take sides against

him.

"I guess your sophistries won't work in the Pitou

case," sneered Stone.

Berkeley was lighting the first cigar he had smoked

that evening.

"Not if the evidence suits you," he replied. "Any-
way, you haye more evidence than Pitou had."
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Note on the Elzevirs and their Medical

Publications

By Lewis S. Pilcher, M.D.

The publications of the Elzevir Press have been

noted for the elegance and daintiness of their typog-

raphy. The typical Elzevir was a small i2mo. There

were many i6mos and some 24mos^(Fig. i), but the

quartos and folios, though not entirely wanting, were

extremely rare. The publications of the Elzevirs

were the products of three generations. The founder

of the house, Louis Elzevir, was a bookbinder of

Louvain who was born about the year 1540. In 1580,

when forty years of age, he settled in Leyden in Holland

{Lugdiinum Batavoriim), where he became binder and

afterwards bookseller to the University. In 1583 was

issued his first volume as a publisher. In 1594 he took

his oldest son, Matthew, into partnership with him,

and in 161 7 died. During this first period of the

Elzevir fortunes, the thirty-four years during which the

elder Louis was establishing his publishing business,

102 books were issued from their press. Already he

had made his name known in the principal markets

of Europe as an enterprising business man, but the

books themselves typographically were in nothing

essentially distinguishable from those of his rivals.

It was in the hands of his son and grandson that the

Elzevir publications obtained the special characteristic

features which have made the name celebrated and the

8 . 97
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books themselves sought after as the choicest specimens

of typographic art.

Louis Elzevir had seven sons, four of whom, Mat-

thew, Louis (II), Isaac and Bonaventura, became pub-

lishers of books. Matthew, who was the senior, and

who was trained by his father and early taken into

partnership by him, soon after the death of his father

withdrew from the business and substituted his son

Abraham in his stead. This Abraham, with his

uncle Bonaventura, formed the firm of Elzevirs when
it was at the height of its success, during the time in

which its typographical masterpieces were achieved.

Critics pronounce the summit of excellence to have

been attained in the Caesar, the Terence and the

Pliny which were issued in 1635 ^^^ the Virgil of 1636.

It was Abraham who managed the typographical

department and it was to his taste that was due the

beauty and delicate perfection of execution that the

Elzevirs came to present. For nearly three hundred

years now they have remained as types for others to

imitate.

Bonaventura and Abraham died within a few

weeks of each other, in 1652, but Abraham's brother

Jean, and Bonaventura's son Daniel entered into

partnership to continue the business, which they

carried on with undiminished reputation for a brief

period only. Daniel withdrew in 1655 and associated

himself with his cousin Louis in Amsterdam where the

latter had established a press as early as 1640. After

the withdrawal of Daniel the prestige of the Leyden
house rapidly diminished. Jean died in 1660. His

widow attempted to carry on the business during the

remainder of her life, which was prolonged for twenty
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years more. Very little, however, was produced.

After her death her son Abraham (the second of the

name) took up the business, but his work was notable

only for its badness, and at his death in 1712 the

Elzevir Press at Leyden ceased to exist.

The Amsterdam house of Elzevir was founded by

another grandson of the first Louis, Louis (the third

of the name) the son of Justus the fourth son of the

elder Louis. This younger Louis is stated to have

been a man of vast knowledge, an intimate of the

savants of the time, and of great business ability.

He set up a press in Amsterdam in 1640. He con-

tinued a friendly relation with the Leyden House by

whose presses even were printed many of the books

that bear the Amsterdam imprint. Under his manage-

ment the Amsterdam house secured a great vogue.

In 1655 he was joined by his cousin Daniel, when the

latter withdrew from the Leyden firm. In 1664.

Daniel came into the entire control of the house by
the retirement of Louis. The star of Leyden had been

waning while that of Amsterdam had been steadily

increasing and now for a period of thirty years, 1650—

1680, was at its height. In less than six years it had
issued more than 100 works, and in its list of authors

were many of the notable and learned men of the

period. In 1680 Daniel, at the age of fifty-four, was
carried off by a fever, and his wife followed him to the

grave a few months later, and with them the Amster-
dam Elzevirs ceased to exist. For a brief period

there were brahches of the Elzevirs publishing books
at The Hague and at Utrecht; the total output of

these branches was but 22 books, and are memtioned
only to make complete this review of the work of the

family.
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The gradual rise of the house extended over a

period of fifty years, from 1583 to 1630. The period

of apogee, when the house was at the cHmax of its

renown and activity, extended through another period

of fifty years, 1630 to 1680; the gradual decline

occupied a further period of thirty-two years, 1680

to 1 7 12. The Leyden House accomplished its greatest

achievements between 1630 and 1655, that of Amster-

dam from 1650 to 1680.

The total number of books published by the Leyden

Elzevirs during the 129 years of their activity was 938.

By the Amsterdam branch was 658—making a grand

total of 1,618 books which bore the Elzevir imprint.

It follows, therefore, that Elzevirs, as Elzevirs merely,

cannot be rare, although some of the particular books

are scarce and much sought after.

The increasing number of men of scholarly tastes

who are sure to desire to have upon their shelves ex-

amples of the work of the Elzevirs is certain to give an

increased value to good specimens as years go on and

the number of such specimens diminishes. It is still

possible, however, to obtain excellent examples of

their best work at moderate cost. A Horace, of 1629,

is quoted by booksellers at $6.50. A Pliny, of 1636,

described as one of the masterpieces of the Elzevir

Press, is quoted at $15. A Livy, 1634, ^^ the same
valuation. An Erasmus, Adagiorum Epitome, 1650,

however, has brought $40 and a Cicero, 1642, brought

at auction sale $305, although my bibliophiliac authority

(Goldsmid) avers that its real value is from 15 to 20

pounds only! A Virgil, of 1636, has sold for $250,

a Tacitus, of 1672, brought $370, and a Rabelais, of

1663, brought $100, while the 1666 edition is quoted
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at only $io! The high water mark of Elzeviric

BibHomania has been reached in the case of "Le
Francois Pastissier'' (The French Pastry Cook), "In

which is taught the manner of making every kind of

pastry, very useful for all kinds of people. Together

with the means of preparing all kinds of eggs for fast

days, and for other occasions, in more than sixty ways/'

A small i2mo of 252 pages published in Amsterdam
by Louis and Daniel Elzevir, in 1655. This book has

long been considered the rarest of all the Elzevirs.

It has sold uncut and in boards as high as £400, that

rs $2,000!

A London bookseller (Maggs Bros.) in a recent

catalogue offered 27 examples of Elzeviriana at prices

ranging from $2.50 to $33. Most of the books were

priced at from £1 to £2, i. e., from $5 to $10. The
most valuable single volume was a copy of Seneca^s

Tragedies, 1658, i6mo, handsomely bound, edges

uncut, which was priced at five guineas, or $25.

Of medical works not many were published by
the Elzevirs. The seventeenth century was not a

notable era in medical history except for the one demon-
stration by Harvey of the Circulation of the Blood.

And Harvey went to a Frankfort publisher

—

Sumptibus

GUILIELMI FITZERI—to get his little book before

the learned world. When he was ready to publish his

observations ''De Generatione Animalium," however,

he sought the Elzevir Press, which published it, as a

small i2mo of 568 pages, in 1651. Copies of this work
are not so very rare. They are priced at about five

dollars. An excellent copy of this book is in my
possession.

The two chief Dutch medical writers during the
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Elzevirean era were Beverw^xk of Dordrecht (1594-

1657) and van der Linden of Leyden (i 609-1 664).

At its close appeared the illustrious Boerhaave (1668-

1738).

Three of Beverwyck's works, viz.: '*De Calculo

Renum," 1638, ''Exercitatio Hippocrates Aphorismum
de Calculo," 1641, and "Idea Medicinae V^eterum,"

1637, were published by the Elzevirs. Copies of all

three I have been able to obtain.

Van der Linden, as professor of medicine at the

University of Leyden, must have been in daily and

most interested communication with the official book-

sellers to the University. To his influence we owe it

that they undertook the publication of editions of

Celsus and of the complete works of Hippocrates,

which appeared under the editorship of van der Linden

in 1657 and in 1665 respectively. When I was in

Holland in 1908 I succeeded in obtaining fine copies of

both these publications in Leyden itself. The Celsus

is particularly choice. (Fig. 2.) It is still a beautiful

book notwithstanding more than two hundred and fifty

years have passed since it was printed. It is an ex-

cellent example of the Elzevir style and output. It

is marked in the catalogue as rare. The emblematic

frontispiece contains a portrait of Fernelius and it is

dedicated to Guy Patin, by whose help, it is recorded,

many of the books needed to perfect this edition were

secured.

Boerhaave is represented in the Elzevir catalogues

by but one title, his ''Oratio de Commendando Studio

Hippocratico," which was printed in Leyden in 1701

by Abraham, the second, the last of the Leyden El-

zevirs. A perfect copy of this oration of Boerhaave
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I was able to obtain in 19 14 from an auction sale in

Leyden. Its value is increased by the facts that it

was the only publication of the author which bears

A. Corn. Celsi
D E

MEDICINA
LIBRI OCTO,
EX RECOGNITIONE

JOH. ANTON IDi^
VANDER LINDEN,

D. 5c Prof. Med. Prad. ord.

LVGDVNI BATAV.

Apud JOHANNEM ElSEVIRIVM,
Academ. Typograph.

cio id c lvii»
Fig. 2,

the Elzevir imprint, and was one of the last books

published by an Elzevir. It was the inaugural address

delivered by Boerhaave as adjunct Professor of Medi-

cine at the University of Leyden. It is recorded by
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the booksellers as extremely rare. It is a quarto of

31 pages, and brought at the sale eleven dollars.

A further search reveals the name of Bidloo,

Glisson, van Helmont, Lower, Tulpius and Willis,

among the few contemporary medical authors whose

books were published by the Elzevirs.

The whole number of medical titles among the

Elzevir publications is twenty-four. I append a list

arranged in the order of their publication. I find

that among my own books I have already been able

to assemble fifteen of these. The titles of these are

given in italics in the subjoined list. I shall be inter-

ested to extend the collection as time and opportunity

serves.

Note.—For much of the information embodied in

this paper I am indebted to the "Complete Catalogue

of all the Publications of the Elizevier Presses" com-

piled by Edmund Goldsmid, of Edinburgh, issued in

1885. Also to the ''Elzevier Histoire et Annales

Typographiques," par Alphonse Willems, Bruxelles,

1880; Brunet, "Recherches sur Diverses Editions

Elzeviriennes," Paris, 1886.

Elzeviriana Medica

1597 Bra—Medicament. Simplicium. Leyden.

1628 Hippocratoii—Aphorismoi. Leyden.

1637 Beverovicius—Idea Medicinae veterum. Leyden.

1638 Beverovicius—De Calcido Renum el Vesicae,

Leyden.

1 641 Beverovicius—Hippoc. Aphorism, de Calculo.

Leyden.

164 1 Tulpius—Ohservationum Medicarum. Amster-

dam.
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1648 Van Helmont—Opuscula. Amsterdam.

1648 Van Helmont—Ortus Medicinae, Amsterdam.
1 65 1 Harvey—de Generatione Animalium. Amster-

dam.

1656 Bezae—De Pestis Contagio et fuga dissertatio.

Leyden.

1656 van der Linden—Selecta Medica. Leyden.

1657 Celsus—de Medicina, Leyden.

1658 Hippocrates—^Aeroon, etc. Leyden.

1659 Van der Linden—Hippocratis de Circuitu.

Leyden.

1 660 Deodatus— Valetudinarium . Leyden

.

1660 Van der Linden—de Hemicrania. Leyden.

1660 Hippocratis Coacae Fraenotiones, Amsterdam.

1 66

1

Hippocratou—Peri Pharmakoon. Leyden.

1665 Hippocratis—Opera Omnia. Leyden.

1668 Willis T.—Pathologiae Specimen. Amsterdam.

1669 Lower R.—Tractatus de Corde. Amsterdam.

1677 Glisson F.—Tractatus de Ventriculo. Amster-

dam.

1694 Bidloo G.—de Antiquitatae Anatomes, Leyden.

1 701 Boerhaave H.—Oratio de Commendando studio

Hippocratico, Leyden.

In all 24—Leyden, 16; Amsterdam, 8.





A Fourteenth Century English Manuscript of

Guy de Chauliac

By Edward Clark Streeter, M.D.

The fact that EngHsh field surgery in the first half

of the Hundred Years War was by no means on a par

with the French, must have impressed itself strongly

upon the minds of the military leaders of the nation.

John of Gaunt, the Duke of Bedford and doubtless

others, sought to remedy the defect, each in his own
entourage, by introducing his company surgeons to

the ''rich, aphoristic, orderly and precise'' masterwork

of Guy de Chauliac. Texts of Guy in Latin and the

English vernacular were apparently made accessible

to English surgeons following the wars, very soon

after it had been penned in bastard Latin at Mont-
pellier. Any wide-awake ''clerk'' in England, in-

clined to medicine, living in the last quarter of the

fourteenth century, might have scented overseas in

Languedoc a flower of instruction to surgeons that

would put the poor English rose of Gaddesden to shame.

John of Gaddesden died just two years before Guy
wrote his "Chirurgia Magna," hence he was spared

the chagrin of reading Guy's rough sentence on his

rose, "una rosa fatua et sine odore suavitatis." Eng-

land, barren and stripped of instruction "in the cirurgi-

cale parte of medicene," was not unmindful of Guy and
his unapproachable school, with its low diet for the

wounded, skill in fractures of the skull and wounds
107
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of the breast, discreet use of sutures, etc. England

had need of Guy in that hour—and she went after

him. J. A. Nixon has shown that the early Latin Ms.

of Guy at Bristol was made at the command of John,

Duke of Bedford, while he was regent of France, i, e.,

just after 1420. But there are two English Mss.

extant which possibly precede this by three decades.

One of these, no. 25 among the English Mss. of the

Biblioteque Nationale, has been described by Paulin

Paris in his ''Manuscrits frangais" (Tome 3, p. 346):

"This volume must have been executed either during

the lifetime of the author or very shortly after his

death." It is a sumptuous folio of 193 pages, richly

illuminated, bound in red morocco, with the arms of

France. The other English Ms. of Guy, equally

sumptuous, equally early (though we do not go so far

as M. Paris and make it coeval with the venerable

author), has escaped description until now, having

lain in private hands ever since its execution in the times

of the Peace of Bretigny. As this volume proves

again the almost instant appropriation of Guy by those

leaders of the English baronage who would raise up
"verrey parfit practisoures " to succor the wounded
in the foreign wars, it merits attention as a thrice

blest document of history. Moreover, on every count,

it is "one of the finest English medical manuscripts

in existance," as Quaritch avers.

It is a volume of 181 vellum pages, 13 x 9 inches,

beautifully written in double columns English black

letter, 48 lines to the page, lightly ruled in red, with

red rubrics and head-lines, twelve pages with full or

half finely decorated borders of flowers, etc., with

large floriated initials heightened with gold leaf, many
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hundred smaller illuminated letters and 24 drawings

of surgical instruments. Its present binding is old

calf, Henry VIII or Elizabethan, with center gilt orna-

ments and original brass clasps, engraved with three

lions' heads below four stars with a fleur-de-lis set in the

center. The style of writing and other paleographic

details point to the last quarter of the fourteenth

century. From title to colophon it is complete and

perfect except for the loss of a half dozen words on p. 82

where a cautery seared the page. The contents cor-

respond to the old French text of Guy published by
E. Nicaise in 1890. The introduction and headings

follow:

"Here bigyneth the Inventorie or the collectorye in clrur-

gicale parte of medicene compiled and complete in the yere of

oure lord 1363 by Guydone or Gy de Caulhiaco Cyrurgien maist'

in medicene and doctor of phisic in the ful clerc studie of Montis

pessulani or Montpelers wt som addicions of other doctoures

necessary to the foresaid art or crafte.

"fol. I. a chapitle singulare.

"fol. 8. Here bigynneth the first boke of Guido or Gy de Caul-

hiaco

—

"The first tretys is of anathomye contenyng 2 doctrines,

"fol 21. The second tretys is of apostemes exitures and pus-

tules contenyng 2 doctrines,

"fol. 51. here bigynneth the capitles of the 3'boke of Wondes
"fol. 80 (verso) Here bygynneth the capitules of the 4'boke

of Ulceres..

"fol. 98. Here bigynneth capitles of the 5'boke
"5' tretis is of algebra and extension and restauracion of

broken bones and dislocate.,

"fol. 106. The 6'tretys is of alle sikenesse whic be not p'ply

apostems ne iilc'es ne passions of bones for which is had
recourse to a Cirurgien..

"fol. 152. Here bigynneth the capitles or they' boke that is

Antidotarie..
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"fol. i8i. Now is tyme for to ende this sermone in praying

or biseching to hym that hath governed me in shipping

or sailyng in it In drawing up the anker in hevenly joye

he sette lele and trewe sowles. Which he fouchesaf for to

graunt to me and to alle the rederes the silfe bhssed god

that liveth and regneth in worldes of worldes amen."

Scattered over the fly-leaves are two pages of notes

in English of more than Tironian obscurity, such

indecipherable script as only a mage is capable of;

they are the notes of the scholar and antiquary, Charles

Joseph Harford, F. A. S., and they deal with the

provenance of the book, no doubt, for dates such as

1363 and 1427 are discoverable, and one may descry

the words "book" and ''silver clasp" etc. The last

vellum fly-leaf bears the following note on Richard

Coffin of Portledge: "The heirs of this family have

always been called Richard of which name the present

heir and possessor of this ancient seat of Portledge a

right worshipfull worthy Gentleman of great merit

and virtue and for his quality of exquisite learning,

especially in venerable antiquities which hath been

his delight and he hath a noble library and knows well

how to make use of it. He was sherifif in the second

year of King Henry 8 as appears by the Inquisition of
"

—the rest is illegible except for a note on Sir William

Coffin, a younger brother, gentleman of the privy

chamber, master of the horse at the coronation of

Anne Boleyn, one of the 18 knights that Henry took

over to the tourney of Guinne in 15 19. When this

worthy died he humbly bequeathed to his master

Henry VIII, all his hawkes, the best part of his stud,

and a cart. To his brother's son, Richard Coffin,

Esq., of Portledge, he left the manor of East Higginton
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and all his other estates in Devon, as you may read in

Burke's ''Landed Gentry."

On the first vellum leaf is a short genealogical

table in French of Wm. Clarke, beginning ''mon

Ayoux s'appelloit ..." with dates 1587 and 1634.

The book plates of Harford, Hodson and Dyson Perrins

add a certain cachet to the volume.

The real Guy has yet to appear in an English

printed text, although there have appeared 60 editions

of the ''Grande Chirurgie." Haller and the Catalogue

of the Bibl. Nat. of Paris cite an English edition of

1541 but Nicaise failed to find it. "The questyonary

of cyrurgiens" London, 1542, in-4 is the so-called

"Little Surgery," a soi-disant epitome of Guy but

not of him in reality.





Antonio Scarpa

By Arpad G. Gerster, M.D.

In going through the biographical material available

to me referring to Scarpa, I found a' marked difference

of opinion regarding the year of his birth. Sir Ben-

jamin Ward Richardson^ selected the year 1746 ^'be-

cause the Duke of Sussex, when recording Scarpa's

death from the presidential chair of the Royal Society

in 1832, distinctly gives that date.'' Evidently to Sir

Benjamin, the bare assertion of the noble duke was suffi-

cient proof. Gurlt^ states the fact that Luigi Scarenzio

had demonstrated beyond doubt the correct date

to be May 19, 1752. The place of his birth was the

hamlet Motta in the Venitian, near the Tyrolese

frontier, then in possession of Austria. Malcolm
Morris^ has written what I consider in form and sub-

stance the best review of Scarpa's life. Its interest is

centered in the supply of intimate facts it contains,

and from it the present author has drawn freely.

Scarpa's parents were small tradespeople. His teacher

was an uncle,. Don Paolo, a learned priest, under whose

guidance the boy Antonio made rapid progress, so

that at fourteen he had a good knowledge of the classical

tongues and was well grounded in mathematics. The
boy's early and marked predilection for medicine

^ " Disciples of Aesculapius," p. 143.

2 " Biogr. Lexicon." p. 197.

3 Practitioner, New Series, Vol. IV, July-Dec, 1896.

9 113
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prompted Don Paolo to send him to the University of

Padua, where, at eighteen, he was graduated Doctor

of Medicine. The bright young man of pleasing pres-

ence soon attracted the attention of the aging Mor-

gagni, who, though nearly blind, was still alert and

very active. The master made him his secretary,

w^hose duty w^as the reading aloud of all books and

correspondence received, and the writing at Mor-

gagni's dictation of all critical reviews and of replies

to his letters. The comedies of Plautus were read by

way of relaxation. This intimate relationship con-

stituted a priceless training to the young savant.

Scarpa's first publications in Latin brought him into

immediate prominence so that in 1772, at the age of

twenty, the Grand Duke of Modena extended to him

a call to the chair of anatomy and theoretical surgery,

then vacant at the University of Modena. A new
anatomical institute was erected there by the prince

expressly for Scarpa. Eleven years later Emperor

Joseph II appointed him professor of anatomy at the

University of Pavia. In addition to this, he took charge,

in 1787, of the chair of surgery. When in 1796 the

Transpadan Republic being proclaimed by republican

France, Scarpa, ever loyal to his benefactors of the

Hapsburg dynasty, refused to take the oath of al-

legiance to the new government, a servile faculty

denounced him to the authorities, who promptly ex-

pelled the recalcitrant surgeon from office. During

this involuntary vacation were written his works on

the diseases of the eye and on clubfoot. In the latter

we find the first description of the clubfoot shoe.

In the year 1805, when Napoleon passed through

Pavia on his way to Milan, there to be crowned King
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of Italy, the faculty of the university paid ^'in corpore"

its respects to the conqueror. He asked for Scarpa,

and being told the cause of the illustrious man's absence,

the emperor contemptuously waved aside the matter,

immediately restored him to his offices, bestowing on

the reinstated professor at the same time the grand

cross of the Legion of Honor, together with a purse of

4,000 francs. Scarpa held the chair of surgery until

1 8 12 and remained rector of the medical faculty until

death, which occurred on October 31, 1832. He made
three scientific voyages, the first one at the charge

of the Duke of Modena to Paris and London in the

years 1780 and 1781; a second one in company with

Volta at the expense of the Austrian government to

Vienna, Prague and to a number of German and Italian

universities.

It was mentioned before, that immediate recognition

was earned by his first publication, ''De structura

fenestrae rotundae auris et de tympano secundario

anatomicae observationes," written at twenty. In it

occurs the first description of the labyrinthine fluid,

which other writers called, by way of compliment

''aqua Scarpae." In 1789 followed ''Anatomicae dis-

quisitiones de auditu et olfactu"; in 1794 ''Tabulae

neurologicae ad illustrandam historiam cardiacorum

nervorum, Pavia,'* a monumental publication, con-

sidered by Bostock the best ever issued, and character-

ized in these words: "They (the plates) are admirably

expressive, without the gaudiness of the French en-

gravers or the'tameness of the English, who think of

little else except economy.*' These famous plates

were all drawn by Scarpa himself, who in them "excells

the admirable Albinus both in artistic feeling and
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descriptive fidelity." Follows the list of his subsequent

publications

:

'' Commentarii de penitiori ossium structural* Lip-

siae, 1799.

''Riflessioni etc. surAneurisma." Pavia, 1804.

''Memoria sulla ligatura delle principale arterie"

(in which occurs the description of Scarpa's triangle).

"Sulla ligatura temporaria delle grosse arterie

degH arti." Milano, 1823.

''SuH'Ernie." Milano, 1809-1810 (admirably il-

lustrated, republished and translated many times).

"Sull'ernie del perineo," a supplement to the

preceding work. Dessault and Cooper had questioned

the existence of perineal hernia. Scarpa proved it

by demonstration on a patient, for whom he designed

a suitable truss; and after the death of this patient

on the cadaver by careful autopsy.

Of ** Saggio di osservazioni ed esperienze sulle princi-

pali malattie degli occhi" six editions appeared be-

tween 1 80 1 and 1 8 16. In the preface Scarpa con-

tends that the surgery of the eye is a legitimate part

of general surgery. One hundred years have not

succeeded in utterly extinguishing this view. In

this work Scarpa initiated the second revival of the

ancient procedure called depression, once before brought

to honor by Cheselden (in 1728). Here we read also

how ingeniously he utilized what first appeared to be a

serious accident. He was using habitually a straight

needle. In one case, the needle, made of poor material,

was bent in the act of perforation. Undaunted,

Scarpa finished the operation successfully, and having

observed the advantages accruing from the use of a

bent needle, he adopted this form of the instrument.
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In this publication Scarpa also credits Cheselden with

the operation for making an artificial pupil.

''Memoria sullo Scirro e sul cancro.'* Milano,

1822. Therein he contends for the local origin of

cancer, and urges the necessity for early operations.

''Opusculi de chirurgia" contains a number of

short essays on various subjects.

We have seen that from 1783 to his death in 1832

Scarpa lived continuously in the ancient city of Pavia,

one of the oldest seats of Italian learning, an ideal place

of abode. It is beautifully situated in a rich country,

had over 2,000 students, and was especially attractive

to the man of science of an anatomical bend, as the

cadaveric material was there extremely abundant.

There was enough wealth among the inhabitants of

the city and vicinity to afford a lucrative practice,

and a cultivated mind could not but feel at home in

surroundings replete with monuments of a glorious

history, embellished by numerous works of ancient

and contemporary art, and made attractive by the con-

genial society of people of similar tastes.

Scarpa's most striking characteristic was his enor-

mous power for work. In vacation times he used to

retire to his country house, where most of his publica-

tions were written. The amount of solid work of a

lasting character turned out by Scarpa will provoke

our wonder all the more, when we consider the slender

means of scientific material he had to draw from.

There were at the medical school of Pavia only 300
beds available, divided among six different clinical

chairs.

Scarpa was a well-built, tall man of imposing

presence, his large and penetrating black eyes and his
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well-formed, habitually compressed lips lending to

his mien a determined, almost stern expression. He
had a sonorous and well-modulated voice and an ani-

mated way of speaking, was an admirable lecturer

and very popular with his students. His constitution

was vigorous, and a pronounced taste for field sports

and agriculture tended to keep him hale and hearty

to near the end of his life. Reserved and austere in

manner he might have been accepted as the paradigm

for the Horatian '' justum ac tenacem propositi virum."

He was never married, remained a stranger to the

softer emotions, and concentrated the energies of a

lifetime upon his work. Malcolm Morris, who fur-

nished me all these interesting details says of him that

^^his only redeeming weekness was a touch of what
Byron calls 'a fine old gentlemanly vice,' that is

avarice." He hoarded with much care the considerable

fortune made in practice; yet he was no miser in the

ordinary sense of the word, as he lived in good style

in a ''palazzo," and was surrounded by a collection of

works of art, which must have meant the spending

of much money. As alluded to before, his artistic

talent and capacity were of no mean order; they were

proven by the worth of the drawings made for the

illustration of his works. He spoke several languages

fluently, but always lectured in Latin. His style is

excellent, clear and concise. It did not please however

his contemporary biographer in the ''Dictionnaire

des sciences medicales," tome vii, page 113,^ who
says: ''Les ouvrages de ce praticien ne sont pas toujours

sans quelques defauts. lis se commandent plus par

la clarte que par la precision et la severite du style:

1 Paris, Panconcke, 1825.
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des phrases entortillees ... en rendent presque tou-

jours la lecture difficile.'' This criticism suggests

the reflection, that the French biographer's familiarity

with the Latin and Italian tongues may not have been

of a profound character.

During the last five years of his life Scarpa suffered

from a vesical calculus, to the sequelae of which malady
he finally succumbed, refusing to be relieved by an opera-

tion. In this attitude he followed the example of

Dupuytren, who, afflicted with empyema of the thorax,

declined proffered relief by paracenthesis, an operation

much commended by himself, in these words: ^^I

prefer to die by the decree of God rather than by the

hand of man."





Bacon and Shakespeare from the Botanical

Point of View

By George L. Walton, M.D.

"Excellent herbs had our fathers of old

—

Excellent herbs to ease their pain

—

Alexanders and Marigold,

Eyebright, Orris and Elecampane.

Basil, Rocket, Valerian, Rue
(Almost singing themselves they run)

Vervain, Dittany, Call-me-to-you,

Cowslip, Melilot, Rose of the Sun,

Anything green that grew out of the mold

Was an excellent herb to our fathers of old."

This contribution has the unique distinction of

not quite settling the identity of Shakespeare. Nor
shall I attempt, before presenting my own special

contribution to the study, to more than hint at the

varied arguments upon a question which has occupied

the attention of so many able men. Those interested

in the question are already familiar with these arguments

and those not interested are only bored by their re-

iteration. It may be, as some contend, a matter of

no great historical or literary moment whether the

Shakespearean dramas, so they were written, were

written by the actor, Shakespeare of Stratford,^ or

whether Shakespeare was a pseudonym. But to one

concerned with the ways of men and their methods

^ I adopt the conventional spelling rather than assume in advance that

the question is settled because the name of the actor was not that of the poet.
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of accomplishing results, it is of some interest to decide

whether heredity and environment may be negligible

factors in character-building and attainment, and

whether genius can so far surpass education and literary

industry along conventional lines, that one born of

illiterate parents in a small country town, where he

spends his life till over twenty years of age, with little

opportunity later for higher education, or extensive

travel, could have accomplished this result.

It must be remembered, too, in estimating the

probabilities, that the dialects of England were then

so distinctive as to be mutually unintelligible—indeed,

so wedded are the natives of Warwick to the old speech

that it is in common use today, at least, so we are told

by George Moreley, who, writing in 1900, quotes as

an example the following remarks of a Harbury car-

rier: *'My ould man hev med a blue biggen for the

reckling yander. Tis a nesh 'un, ye see, an canna

goo in closen wi'outen summats on yed whan the dag's

a fallin'." This was to signify that his wife had made
a cap for the child who was delicate and could not go

out in the dew. We must bear this question of dialect

in mind, then, when we realize that the works credited

to Shakespeare of Stratford were not only written

with frequent use of French, of Latin phraseology and

Latin derivatives, but with such mastery of English

as to prompt the claim that their influence together

with that of Milton and the Bible standardized the

language in a critical period.

As Stoddard has pointed out in his biography of

Shakespeare, purged of supposititious history,^ there

1 To realize the proportion of fact to fancy in the Shakespearian biography,

we may take for a fair example that presented in Hallock's "History of English
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seems to be nothing, in the printed or written evidence

of the time, definitely connecting the dramatic poet

with the actor further than showing that the latter

took part in acting the plays of the former. In at-

tempting to form an opinion (I do not say to settle

the question, for it may never be really settled), such

lack of positive evidence for Shakespeare of Stratford

throws us back then on argument and on such facts as

may furnish material for argument, excepting in so

far as we may rely on posthumous evidence, particu-

larly oral tradition, first carefully collected at the end

of the seventeenth century (Hallowell-Phillips).

Whether there is positive evidence for Bacon in the

ciphers, and how much is genuine in the mass of crypto-

gamic utterance apparently unearthed in the dramas,

I leave to those who have studied this branch of the

subject more carefully than I. I will limit myself in

this connection to citing a curious instance, directly

connected with botany, showing that other writers

than Bacon have been credited with playing linguistic

pranks in that age, even of punning on their own names.

The instance to which I refer is found in Parkinson's

Herbal, first published in 1629, which bears this enig-

matic legend

:

Literature." This comprises seven pages, which, purged of "probably,"

"we can imagine," etc., reduces itself to hardly seven lines of fact, that is,

less than one page. These facts are: (i) record of his birth; (2) his parentage;

(3) his marriage and to whom; (4) his children; (5) the poverty of his parents,

who lost their property; (6) their having made, on a conveyance, their marks
in place of signatures; (7) his departure for London where he attached himself

to a theater; (8) that he became shareholder in two theaters; (9) that he

became wealthy and purchased for his family larger estates than had been

held before the days of misfortune; (10) the purchase of New Place and 100

acres near his birthplace; (11) he spent the majority of his time in London
occasionally visiting Stratford; (12) returned to Stratford in 1613; (13) died

in 1616 at the age of 52, and was buried in parish church at Stratford. None
of which ill the least connects the actor with the dramatic poet.
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"Paradlsl in Sole Paradlsus Terrestris,"

of which the only satisfactory solution ofTered is that

the author intended a pun on his name, thus: The
word Paradisus means not only Paradise but Park;

Paradisiin Soli may then be translated "of Park-in-son/'

Taking up the general subject from the botanical

point of view as an introduction to my own study of

the familiarity with botany shown respectively by
Shakespeare and Bacon, among other natural sciences

the writer of the Shakespearean dramas showed great

interest in and, for his day, knowledge of, matters

botanical, and none should be better qualified than

botanists to judge whether a country boy, who comes to

the city at the age of twenty-two, and from holding

horses at the theater steadily advances till by close

application to business he acquires a very considerable

property,^ or a town savant with a country residence,

who comes of gifted stock and who from early youth

shows insatiable thirst for universal knowledge, was
the more likely to acquire wide information regarding

plants, both at home and abroad, in addition to the

successful pursuit of diverse branches of learning.

Indeed the matter of becoming an authority on the

local flora (assuming it has been established he was

1 Shakespeare of Stratford, besides the celebrated second-best bed, be-

queathed about $2,000 in cash, two houses in Stratford and one in London,

besides mentioning in his will barns, stables, orchards, lands and tenements

in Stratford and elsewhere, jewels, plate and leases. The will, as has been

noted, though sufficiently detailed to mention his sword, makes no note either

of manuscripts or library, or even a single book. In estimating the value of

the property left, Hallowell-Phillips ("Outlines of the Life of Shakespeare")

states that the currencies of Shakespeare's time may be estimated from a

twelfth to a twentieth of money and a twentieth to a thirtieth of landed or

house property.
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such an authority) would have been only a drop in

the bucket compared to the knowledge of natural

history in general, of government, philosophy, travel,

ancient history, ethics, foreign languages, law, and

manners and customs in all grades of society exhibited

in these dramas.

In the absence of positive proof this line of thought

tends to jostle Shakespeare of Stratford a little on his

throne. The same reasoning tends to fortify the

various evidences, some strong, some weak, that Bacon,

whom even the crusty Pope designated the wisest and

brightest of mankind, w^as either sole or joint author

of these dramas.

To appreciate Bacon's methods of observation

and study, and to realize how he could have stored his

mind with so much detail, one needs only read his

essays, particularly that *'0f Travel," where he says:

"It is strange that on sea-voyages where there is

nothing to be seen but sky and sea, men should make
diaries, but in land travel omit it"; he then enumerates

the things to be seen and observed—the courts of

princes, the courts of justice and consistories ecclesias-

tic; churches, monasteries and monuments, walls,

fortifications, havens and harbors; antiquities and
ruins; libraries, colleges, disputations and lectures;

shipping and navies; houses and gardens of state and

pleasure, etc.

He advises carrying always some card or book
describing the country where one travelleth, and
advises not only frequent change of city or town but

the lodging from one part of the town to another to

extend the acquaintance.

To appreciate the fact that he could have all this
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knowledge ready for use in writing, one need only

consult his Promus, or collection of material for literary

composition. This is not only stored with facts but

also with phrases, turns of words and anecdotes.

To illustrate Bacon's opportunity for familiarizing

himself with the plants of garden and farm, I quote

from Aubrey's Lives, in which Bacon's country place

is described:

"... three parallell walkes: in the middlemost three coaches

may passe abreast: in the wing-walkes two may. They consist

of severall stately trees of the like groweth and height, viz.

elme, chestnut, beach, hornebeame, Spanish-ash, cervice-tree,

etc. . . . His lordship much delighted himselfe here: under

every tree he planted some fine flower, or flowers, some whereof

are there still (1656), viz. paeonies, tulips. . . .

"From this wood a dore opens into . . ., a place as big

as an ordinary parke, the west part whereof is coppice-wood,

where are walks cut out as straight as a line, and broad enough

for a coach, a quarter of a mile long or better.—Here his lordship

much meditated, his servant Mr. Bushell attending him with

his pen and inke home to sett down his present notions. Here

was all manner of fruit-trees that would grow in England; and a

great number of choice forest-trees: as the whitti-tree (Viburnum

opulus), sorbe-, (Mountain Ash), cervice-, -eugh."

Among the parallelisms of Reed there are quite a

number of interest to the botanist, of which I will

only quote three:

Shakespeare. Bacon.

"Idle weeds that grow in "There be certain corn-

our sustaining corn." flowers which come seldom or

Lear, IV, 4 (1608). never in other places unless

they be set, but only amongst

corn."

Natural History (1622-1624).
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Again:

Shakespeare.

Gtiid. I do note

That Grief and Patience,

rooted in him, both

Do mingle their spurs

together.

Arvir. Grow Patience,

And let the stinking

elder, Grief, untwine

His perishing root, with

the increasing vine.

Bacon.

"Take a cervice-tree, or a

cornelian tree, or an elder

tree, which we know have

fruits of harsh and binding

juice and set them near a vine

or fig tree, and see whether

the grapes or figs will not be

the sweeter.

Natural History, 1622-1625.

Shakespeare.

In "Winter's Tale," Per-

dita describes the flowers ac-

cording to seasons, of which I

shall only quote those of early

summer.

"daffodils.

That come before the swallow

dares, and takes

The winds of March with

beauty; violets, dim.

But sweeter than the lids of

Juno's eyes.

Or Cytherea's breath; pale

primroses,

That die unmarried ere they

can behold

Bright Phoebus in his strength,

a malady

Most incipient to maids; bold

oxlips, and

The crown imperial; lilies of

all kinds.

The flower-de-luce being one."

Bacon.

In his "Essay of Gardens"

Bacon mentions practically

the same flowers, thus:

"There foUoweth for the

latter part of January and

February crocus vernus, both

the yellow and the grey; prim-

roses; anemones; the early

tulippa; hyacinthus orientalis.

For March, there come violets,

especially the single blue,

which are the earliest; the

yellow daffodil; the daisy. In

April follow the double white

violet; the wall-flower, the

stock gilliflower, the cowslip,

flower-de-luces, and lilies of

all natures; rosemary flowers,

the pale daffodil, the French

honeysuckle."
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In further illustration of the parallelism, Reed has

called attention to the fact that both were intimately

acquainted with garden flowers but that otherwise

the vegetable studies of both had to do in general

with books rather than nature. This violence to

British lore has not been equalled since the chief priest

of the old religion in Edwin's time destroyed the idols.

But careful study seems to justify the statement,

at least if we add to garden flowers those of the farm.

In comparing Shakespeare's works with those, for

example, of Wordsworth, whose poems teem with

intimate reference to the mysteries of wood and field,

I have selected the words rose and moss. In Shake-

speare the word moss is used only six times, five times

very disrespectfully, for example, as ''idle moss"

—

the word rose appears nearly one hundred times, in

no instance with the intimation that the wild rose

is meant. Some references are definitely to the culti-

vated rose, others indeterminate, and the remainder

to the ideal rose, as that of Lancaster or of York.

Wordsworth, on the other hand, uses the word moss

(and then most affectionately) more than he does the

word rose^ and includes definite reference to the wild

rose. Curiously enough in the very verse sometimes

cited to show Shakespeare's familiarity with the wilds,

he includes the musk rose, not introduced into England

till after 1590, as little likely, therefore, to be found

in the woods about Stratford as is the whole combina-

tion in the verse in question:

I know a bank where the wild thyme blows,

Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows,

Quite overcanopied with luscious woodbine,

With sweet musk roses and with eglantine.

Midsummer Night's Dream.
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A quotation from Ellacombe shows how large a

part assumption plays in the prevailing estimate of

Shakespeare. In speaking of the flora, Ellacombe

says: *'The number he omits

—

and which he must

have known (italics mine)—is also very large and well

worth noting.'* As examples are given the snow-drop,

forget-me-not, foxglove and lily-of-the-valley. In

further describing what he assumes to be the wide

range of Shakespeare's personal observation he men-
tions ''turfy mountains, flat meads, bosky acres,

unshrubbed down, rose banks and hedges even pleached
'

'

—but, notwithstanding these extensive rambles, Ella-

combe naively adds that he could not have had much
real acquaintance with the broom or he would not

have sent his dismissed bachelor to ''broom groves."

My own special contribution to the study is

this:

With a view to studying the amount as well as

the kind of botanical knowledge and interest shown
by the writings of Shakespeare and Bacon as compared
with other authors, I have made complete lists of

the botanical terms used, excluding such general terms

as bush, tree, and the like, and the generic name of

fruits and vegetables in common use on the table.

I have not counted the different spellings, but in case

two distinct names are given for the same plant, both

are included.

In Bacon I find 186 such terms, in Shakespeare

180, a close race, the result of which confutes the

statement of Grindon that Shakespeare has made
"more copious mention of plants and flowers than

occurs in any other single writer, not professedly

technical, the world has seen." A fair illustration

10
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of the dogmatic statements that too often replace

facts in this controversy.

I find 97 used in common. That others may judge

whether these 97 included many distinctive terms,

I append the list; the abbreviations (EL, G. and B.)

used to designate authorities, refer to Ellacombe,

Grindon, and Bloom, all of whom have written on the

Shakespearean flora:

Alder, acorn, almond, anemone, applejohn (a kind

of apple), ash, bay (Laurea delphica, Seager), birch,

bluebottle {Centaurea cyanus), box, brakes, burnet

(Poterium sanguisorha or Sa^iguis. offic), caraway

(kind of apple), chestnut, columbine, cypress, cockle,

crab (apple), codlin (a young apple), cowslip {Primula

verts), daffodil, damoscene (damson), date, dewberry,

daisy {Bellis perennis), damask rose, duckweed, elder,

elm, eringo {Eryngium maritimum or campestris)

,

figs, filbert, fleur-de-luce {iris), gilly flower {Dianthus,

BL), gos (gorse) {Ulex Europeus, etc.), gum, hazel,

holly, heath {Calluna vulgaris), honeysuckle, hyssop,

heps (hips), ivy, knotgrass {Polygonum aviculare),

lavender mint, leek, lilac, lily, line (lime-linden),

ling {calluna), mallow, marigold {calendula), mar-

joram {Origanum vulgare) mint, mulberry, muskrose,

myrtle {Myrtus communis, BL), narcissus, nettle

{Urtica dioica; Lamium album, Bloom), oak, oats,

olive, occhis (orchis), palm, pippin, pitch, pomgranate,

pine, pink, plantain, poppy, primrose, rice, rose, rose-

mary {Ros marinus), reed {Arundo pragmites, G.),

rush, rye, saffron {Crocus sativus), sage, samphire

{Crithimum maritimum) (Rock Samphire), sedge (not

simply carex but any water-loving plant, e. g., holly

sedge), speargrass {millfolium, G., Triticum repens,
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EL), thistle, thorn, thyme, violet, warden (a kind of

pear), woodbine {Lonicera periclymenum, Adams),

wormwood, yew.

The terms found in Shakespeare but not in Bacon

are as follows: aconitum {A, napellus), balm {Melissa

officinalis, EL), balsam, barnacle (the barnacle tree

of fable), bilberry, bittersweet (an apple), bramble

(there are twelve varieties of bramble in Sowerby^

all of the genus Rubus), brier, bluebell, bur, bulrush

burdock, broom (Cytisus scoparius, Adams) {Planta

genista, EL), buttons^ (Double Buttercup? B.) {Lychnis

sylvestris, G.), Carduus Benedictus, canker^ (Dog rose),

chamomile, coloquintida (colocynth), crown imperial

{Fritillaria imperialis) , cuckoo-bud (buttercup, G.),

cuckoo-flower {Cardamine pratensis, Pratt) {Centaurea

cyanus, G.), cupid's flower {Agnus castus ?), costard (a

kind of apple), crowflower (Ragged Robin) {Lychnis Flos-

cuculi), darnel (any rank weed), dead men's fingers

{Arum maculatum, BL; Hancock Orchis masculay

EL), Dian's bud {Artemesia, EL), dock, eglantine

{Rosa rubiginosa), fairy rings, fennel, fern, flax, fumi-

tory {Fumaria officinalis), furze {Ulex Europeus, etc.),,

1 It seems to the writer more probable that he referred to the fruit of a

leguminous plant allied to alfalfa. These spirally curled pods take a circular-

form and somewhat suggest buttons. Parkinson (Paradisi in Sole, i629)'

designates the fruit of Medica Cochleata vulgaris as "Snailes or Barberry

Buttons," and says: "The plant that beareth these pretty toyes for Gentle-

women is somewhat like unto a Threeleaved grasse or Trefoile." Shakespeare

uses the word buttons thus:

"The canker galls the infants of the spring.

Too oft before their buttons be disclosed." Hamlet 1.3. 40.

2 It seems quite as likely that "Canker-rose" or field poppy {Papavez

Rhoeas) was meant in the lines:

"To put down Richard, that sweet lovely rose

And plant this thorn, this canker, Bolingbroke."
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furrow weeds, garlic, ginger (Zingiber officinale) ^
golds

(corn marigold, G.), hardock (Arctium), harebell (Scilla

nutans, El. Campanula rotundifolia, Pratt), heart's

ease (pansy), hawthorne, hellebore, hemlock (conium

maculatum), henbane (Hyoscyamus niger), holy-thistle

{Carduus Benedictus), herb-of-grace (Ruta graveoleus),

hemp (neckweed, canabis), holm (holm oak), honey-

stalk (clover), horse-beans, insane-root (henbane?),

kecksie (hemlock. El.) (Anthriscus sylvestris—Cheveril,

Bl.), lady's smocks (Cardamine pretensis), laurel,

long-purples^ (Orchis mascula, El.) (Arum maculatum,

Hancock, Bl.), lark's heels (Delphinium), leather-

case (a kind of apple), locust (fruit of carob tree,

Ceratonia siliqua, E. & G.), love-in-idleness (pansy),

lordling (a kind of apple), mandrake, mandragora

(Mandrake, M. officinalis, Atropa officinalis? McBride),

manna, ^ mast (fruit of oak), Marybud (Marygold),

mistletoe, osier (willow), oxlips (Primula elatior, E.),

paradise (Paradisia liliastrum) (St. Bruno's lily),

pignut (Carum bulbo-casteneum, Bl. Conopidium de-

nudatum, Adams), parmaceti (Capsella Bursa-pastoris),

peascod (ripe shell of the pea and squash—young pea),

plane, pomewater (a kind of apple), popering (a kind

of pear), reed, rue (ruta graveoleus), savory, stover

(any fodder), sweet marjoram, sycamore, tares (Vicia

sativa, E.), vetch, willow.

The list found in Bacon but not in Shakespeare

is as follows: amaranthus (amarantus-coxcomb, etc.),

1 This term as used by more recent writers, as Tennyson, means Lythrum
Salicaria, the "spiked," or "purple" loosestrife, not uncommon in this country.

2 A sugar exuding from manna ash in southern Europe, principally Sicily,

gathered like maple sugar, yellowish. In Palestine from Mt. Sinai. Manna,
from Tamarix mannifera from branches of which it falls to ground on account

of punctures by insects; this forms a reddish syrup.
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arum, barberry, borage {horago officinalis), basil, briony

{Bryonia dioica), bugloss, buUaces (kind of plum),

bent (Agrostis vulgaris , etc.), bearsfoot (helleborus),

carnation, colewort, coltsfoot, crocus, clematis, corian-

der {coriandrum sativum, parsley fam.), cornelians

(fruit of the cornel or dogwood), Dutch flower (?),

dragon (snap dragon?), fir, flor de lices {fleur de lys)y

guiacum {g. sanctium), hornbeam (hornbean), horse-

plum, hyacinth, holly-oak {quercus ilex), Indian tobacco,

Indian maize (Indian corn), juniper, jew's-ear (a fungus

often found on elder, etc.), loat-tree (of the loaceae,

Cent. America?), larksfoot (larkspur), mezereon

{Daphne mezereon), monkshood, melocotones (quince),

maize, muscle-plum, myrobalm (fruit of terminalia

bellerica), mastisch tree {tymus mastichium) nectarine,

nasturtium, origanum, oakapple, periwinkle {vinca),

peony, penny-royal, pennyworth, poplar, rose campion,

service-berry, sloes (fruit of prunus spinosa, black

thorn), spurge, sow-thistle, sugar-reed. Sweet William,

satyrium (an orchis), sweetbrier, squills, sallow (a

willow, trefoil, tarragon {artemisia dracunculus?) , tulip,

vine-flower, watercress, wallflower, waterlily, whin
{Ulex Europeus), wild vine {Bryonia dioica).

The technical terms used by Bacon were as follows:

Agaricus, Alga merina, Argostis, Bolitus, Cassia fistula,

Chamairis frittalaria, Coeurcherry, Dranunculus, Egriot

cherry, Faunos, Flos Africanus, Hyasynthus arintalis (?),

Herba muscaria. Laser tree, Lilium convallium, Nas-

turtium vetus, Rosa solis, Ribes, Verdeccio, Such
terms would hardly be used in work of the character

of Shakespeare's plays and poems, even if the author

were familiar with them.

In casting about for another writer of about that
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time (whose work might be used for comparison),

I selected Milton as the most promising (Burt's edition,

about 170,000 words). The result was as follows:

Entire list of botanical terms used by Milton .... 52

Used in common with Shakespeare 31

The following are those used in common with Shakes-

peare: balm, cowslip, cypress, cedar, daisy, daffodil,

eglantine, elm, fennel, gum, honeysuckle, hazel, ivy,

muskrose, myrtle, knotgrass, oak, osier, olive, palm,

pine, pansy, pink, primrose, reed, rue, sedge, thyme,

violet, woodbine, willow, white-thorn, i. e., all are of

the commonest, none in the least distinctive.

The following are among those used by Milton

independently: acanthus, asphodel, bells, cassia, citron,

crowtoe, crocus, euphrasia, fir, gourd, hyacinth, iris,

juniper, jessamine, laurel, myrrh, nard (spikenard),

nectarine, sweetbrier. This list suggests a choice

made rather for purposes of poesy than from an in-

terest in, and deep knowledge of the subject.

Deeming it of interest to carry the investigation

into earlier times, I have made a similar study of

Chaucer. In Oilman's edition (comprising nearly

400,000 words, about the same length as Houghton
& Mifflin's Bacon) I find only 77 botanical terms of

the kind we are considering, 47 in common with Shake-

speare. The list follows: acorn, agrimony, alder, aleys

(service berries), almond, aloes, aspen, beech, birch,

box, bramble, brier, broom, bullace plums, centaury

(century) , cetewale (valerian) , chestnut, clote (burdock)

,

corn cockle (cockel), cornel, cress, cummin, sweet

cyperus, cypress, dogwood, elm, gaytres (buckthorn),

goos (gorse), fennel, fumitory, haw, hawthorn, hazel.
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hip (hep, fruit of rose), hellebore, holm, iris, laurel,

leek (lecky), lily, lime-tree, linden, licorice, maple,

mast (fruit of oak, etc.), medlars, mint, moley (moun-

tain garlic), moonworth, myrrh, oak, olives, openers

(fruit of medlar), ozier, palm, paradise, pellitory,

periwinkle, perionette (a kind of pear), pine, plane,

pomegranate, poplar, primrose, rose, rush, sage, spurge,

sycamore, tare, thorn, violets, willow, woodbine, yew.

It is possible that the list should have been some-

what lengthened through my overlooking, in spite

of explanatory notes and of Skeat's Glossarial Index,

certain unfamiliar names used in the fourteenth century,

as cetewale for valerian, thus:

"And he himself as sweete as is the root

Of licorys or any cetewale." (The Miller's Tale.)

Coming down to more modern times we find

Wordsworth, the lake poet (Warne edition, nearly

400,000 words), using 95 of the terms we are studying,

51 in common with Shakespeare, all everyday affairs.

In fact, Wordsworth's botanical terms all have to do

with the commonest local plants, with the following

exceptions: cultivated plants: carnation, jessamine, jon-

quil, wallflower; of the sunny south: acacia, citron,

cypress, olive, palm; imaginary flower: Amaranthus
of Milton, the flower that never fades.

The list, is appended: acacia, alder, ash, aspen,

amaranthus, bindweed, balm, bramble, birch, briar-

rose, bell, buttercup, box, brakes, beech, briers, broom,

cuckoo flower, chestnut, carnations, citron, cowslip,

cypress, celandine, cups (vermillion), cedar, daisies,

daffodil, dandelion, eglantine, elm, elder, earth nuts,

furze, fir, fern, foxglove, green rings, gorse, gowan.
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hips, holly, heath, hawthorn, honeysuckle, hyacinth,

hazel, ivy, jessamine, juniper, jonquils, king cups,

laurel, linden, lily, lime, lily of the vale, lichens, myrtle,

milk thistle, marsh marigold, magnolia, maple, oak,

olive, osier, pollard oak, pine, pink, poplar, primrose,

pansies, palm, rush, reed, rose, speargrass, sedge,

stonecrop, sweet brier, snowdrops, sycamore, thistle,

thorn, thyme, violet, whortleberries, walnut, waterlily,

wallflower, willow, woodbine, willow flowers, yew.

This would be the sort of selection that might have

been expected from the pen of one who culled botanical

terms principally from his personal knowledge of the

fields and woods.

Upon the suggestion that the botanical similarity

between Bacon and Shakespeare might perhaps be

due to a fashion of the times, I undertook to count

the botanical expressions in the works of Ben Jonson.

But after reading a large number of his dramas with

the result of finding only about a dozen plants alto-

gether, half of which were mentioned only in connection

with food or medicine, I deemed it hardly worth while

to complete the study. Jonson's botanical vocabulary,

or rather its absence, only serves to accentuate the

likeness of Bacon to Shakespeare. Cursory examina-

tion of other writers developed so little promise of

materially modifying my results, that I left off at this

point a statistical study which might have been pro-

longed indefinitely.

If we should find as striking a parallelism in the

knowledge and use of other terms between Bacon
and Shakespeare as of botanical, and as great a variance

from other writers, this finding would furnish an over-

whelming, instead of merely a strong, argument for
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their identity. In point of fact, a cursory examination

tends to show that the parallelism does not run so

true in other lines. For example, in the realm of the

fauna, Seagar refers to some 240 names used by Shake-

speare and this does not exhaust the list. (For example

Seagar did not mention the word alligator.) On the

other hand, a careful study of Bacon's ''Essays,'*

which would seem the most promising of his works,

reveals only 28, a number which further search does

not promise to stretch to proportions in the least de-

gree comparable with Shakespeare's list. This number
will easily be found in Chaucer's ''Canterbury Tales"

alone, and that many birds alone in Wordsworth.

As for Milton, the monsters that he summons from the

vasty deep are multitudinous and sometimes queer,

thus:

"As when a Gryphon through the wildernes

With winged course o'er hill or moory dale,

Pursues the Arimaspian."

In the matter of the fauna, then, Shakespeare has

far outdone Bacon. Carefully to complete this statis-

tical study in other directions than the botanical

would require more time and patience than I am able,

or inclined, to spare.

The conclusions I have drawn are as follows:

Both Bacon and Shakespeare were interested in

botanical subjects, each had a large vocabulary of

botanical terms for ready and familiar use. The
character of these terms would indicate that the in-

tellectual outweighed the practical familiarity, except

as regards the plants of the garden and farm.

About the same number of botanical terms were

used by Shakespeare and by Bacon. This number
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was about double that of Wordsworth, nearly three

times that of Chaucer and four times that of Milton.

The number used in common by Shakespeare and

Bacon equalled the entire botanical vocabulary of

Wordsworth, surpassed that of Chaucer and nearly

doubled that of Milton.

This study adds another to the parallelisms sug-

gesting the Baconian origin of the Shakespearean dramas,

though it is not conclusive, especially since it is not

fortified by a like finding in the realm of the fauna.



Medicine in England in Chaucer's Time

By Joseph Collins

On first thought it seems quite extraordinary that

the fecundity of the thirteenth century not only in

medicine but in art and in Hterature should have been

followed by the sterility of the fourteenth century,

but such has been the history of human progress during

recorded time. It does not follow that the periods

of epoch-making progress and apparent stasis or re-

trogression shall be marked by a century but in a

general way it is true that after great action there is

bound to be reaction or cessation.

Everyone knows that our knowledge of medicine

has flowed directly from the activities of three men:
Mundinus, Harvey and Pasteur. One discovered the

body, as it were; one discovered the vitality of the

body; and one prepared the way for the discovery of

the causes of the body's enemy—disease.

Mundinus, I need not say to you, who have heard

so much of him from one of our fellow members, was
born in 1275 and embodied in his teachings and in

the twenty-five editions of his book, all that was known
of anatomy until the advent of Vesalius upward of

two hundred years later. It may be assumed that

Mundinus made his first communication in 13 16 and

that Vesalius published his '' Epistola docens Venam
Axillarem dextri cubiti in Dolore laterali secundam"
about 1538. Despite the fact that it soon became quite

139
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common to have in every university dissections of

the cadaver by a barber and a demonstration of the

organs from the works of Mundinus by a professor,

the science of medicine in the fourteenth century

seems to have advanced scarcely at all. Medicine

was in reality a blind subscription to the philosoph-

ical theory of Galen or an academic attempt at its

refutation.

Yet the art of medicine was zealously cultivated

by the Saracens, by the Italians, the French and the

English. Of the latter John of Gaddesden was by all

means the most conspicuous figure. It is generally

accepted that it was he who was portrayed in the im-

perishable pen picture made by Chaucer in his ^'Can-

terbury Tales." History may have done John justice

but, until the appearance of Dr. H. P. Cholmeley's

book entitled ''John of Gaddesden and the Rosa Medi-

cinae" in 191 2, he was rated usually as a charlatan.

For example, Edward Meryon in his "History of

Medicine" says: "He was a type of the class of the

fourteenth century, and an excellent illustration of

the tendency of the age. He gloried in secret practices

and was a charlatan of the first order. His remedies

too were worthy of being recorded as curiosities in

medicine. For loss of memory he recommended the

heart of a nightingale and for scrofula the king's touch.

He had however the honesty to confess that if the

laity did but know his secrets they would despise him
and his art." Guy de Chauliac, a contemporary

( 1300-1 362) whose book on anatomy and surgery

was to Montpellier what that of Mundinus was to

Bologna, and who had the distinction, the greatest

in those days, of being physician to three Popes in
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succession, Clement VI, Innocence VI, and Urban V,

IS even more contemptuous. ** Ultimo insurrexit una

fatua Rosa Anglicana, quae mihi missa fuit et visa;

credidi in ea odorem suavitatis et inveni fabulas

Hispani, Gilberti et Theodorici/' Dr. Cholmeley has

polished up his escutcheon somewhat, particularly by
pointing out that some of his clinical pictures, seemingly

original, such for instance as that of ascites, are worthy

to be compared with those of Trousseau or Watson.

This description which I venture to translate is:

"The indications of an oncoming ascites are: The facies

of the patient takes on a peculiar yellowish pallor. He passes

frequently pale urine; he displays Impaired vitality or lack of

capacity to fight disease; a jaundiced eye or lemon color dis-

coloration of the sclera; he experiences a sense of discomfort

and of pain in the right side below the ribs especially on move-

ment or on exercise and after eating, and has coughing after

coitus.

"The actual signs of ascites are: Swelling of the feet and of

the lower extremities, protrusion of the umbilicus, emaciation of

the upper extremities and of the thorax; feeble and frequent

pulse; diminished secretion of urine which Is often thick, turbid

and saffron color and passed frequently; some degree of puffiness

around eyes arising from the humor ascending from the liver;

dyspnoea, hacking cough, polydipsia and unquenchable thirst,

anorexia, general physical enfeeblement and a splashing noise

in the belly when It Is agitated as If It were half full of water."

John of Gaddesden was born about 1280 and died

in 1 36 1. He was therefore an immediate successor

of Gilbert, the Englishman who flourished about 1250

and who was the first practical English writer on medi-

cine.

A Bachelor of Theology, he was not only Doctor

of Medicine but Master of Arts and Canon of St.
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Paul's Cathedral. To become a Doctor of Medicine

in England in those days one had to read many books

on medicine and on other subjects, but it was not

required of him in reality that he know much medicine

or that he have any practical knowledge. This was
in marked contrast with that which obtained on the

Continent of Europe, at Salerno for instance, where

not only was unqualified practice forbidden but the

course of instruction provided a practical education

including human anatomy.

John of Gaddesden took his degree at Merton College,

Oxford, in the early years of the fourteenth century.

Although Oxford at this period rivalled Paris as a

center of learning, interest and participation centered

in theology and so far as can be learned the teaching of

medicine was most inconsequential. Robert Grosse-

tete however acquired sufficient medical education

there to be a physician about the year 1200. Gilbert,

mentioned above, who was a contemporary or immediate

follower and who came into prominence chiefly as

physician to Herbert Walter went abroad apparently

to Montpellier for his education.

John of Gaddesden wrote the ''Rosa Anglica" in

13 14. The book, which went through at least four

editions, was held in great esteem by some of its author's

contemporaries, who apparently either did not know of

the works of Arnold of Villanova, the Breviarium

Medical and the Cautels, or to whom the works of

Galen were not accessible.

The edition which I have and which I am able to

show you, owing to the generosity of Dr. Dana, who
found it amongst some nondescript books in the cellar

of an Edinburgh bookshop, is the second edition
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printed in Venice in 1502. In many respects it is a

much better piece of press work than the first edition

which was printed in Pavia in 1492. The first edition,

a copy of which is in the Academy of Medicine, a

foHo printed in double columns, is of 173 pages while

the second edition printed in a smaller letter, clear,

distinct and striking, is of 135 pages. It bears upon

the title page in small letter the following legend:

*'Rosa Anglica practica medicine a capite ad pedes

noxiter Impressa per diligentissime emendata.'* It

bears very little evidence however of being amended or

edited. The capital initial letter space of each chapter

which in the first edition is left vacant so that the

possessor may personally or through the employment

of a more artistic hand illumine it is in this one filled

in with handsome and appropriate designs.

The preface is quite an extraordinary document.
**

I implore those who see this book not to gnaw it with

an envious tooth but to read it through humbly for

nothing is set down here but what is proved," would

be called "going some" these days, especially after

reading in the body of the book that a remedy for

epilepsy which he tried with success in many cases

was to have the patient wear the head of a cuckoo

suspended from his neck; or after reading the almost

innumerable drugs that cure phthisis, especially if

the patient is fed on the milk of a young brunette

with her first child, which should be a boy; the young
woman should be ''bene complexionata et non utatur

coitu."

He recognized apparently that which many authors

since have recognized, namely that it is important

for the success of a book that it should have a taking
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title. He called it the *^Rosa IMedicinae" on account

of five appendages which belong to the rose, as it

were five fingers holding it, concerning which it is

written :

'
' Three are bearded and two are not. That is

to say, three of the parts surrounding the rose are heavy

and two are smooth, and the same is the case with

the five parts of my book. The first three are bearded

with a long beard, for they treat of many things and

about general diseases. The two following books treat

of particular diseases, and they are as without a beard

(shorter)." All this may be metaphor but it is literal

truth compared with the closing paragraph: ''And

as the rose overtops all flowers so the book overtops

all treatises on the practice of medicine." Shades of

Guy de Chauliac and of Arnold of Villanova protect

us from these burning lays of self-exaltation!

It is often easy to read into or between written lines

a deep significance which their originator did not

suspect. For instance it has been suggested that

John of Gaddesden foreshadowed the ''dechloridi-

sation" treatment of nephritic dropsy in the following

lines: "Panis corum non sit de tritico quia propter

viscositatem oppilat, sit de furfure et non azymus
commodica salis quantitate . . . et ideo panis de-

kokobeco decoctus oxomiac non valet quia nimis est

salsus;" but in reality he probably had not even an

empiric knowledge that salt was bad for nephritics

save such knowledge as any dropsical individual might

have, viz., that the more he drank the more dropsical

he was likely to become. /^

In the same way it might seem that Willis' claim

to be the first to identify sugar in diabetic urine was
in jeopardy on reading the following passage: ''Dia-
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betica passio est immoderatus fluxus vel existus urinae

per renes, cum vehementia sitis, et vocatur anglice

^candepisse';" but when the original manuscript shows

the word in quotations is chaudepisse, WilHs' reputa-

tion is unimpaired.

As a matter of fact the best that can be said of the

book is that it contains some remarkable clinical de-

scriptions and that it is comparatively free from as-

trological twaddle such as one finds in the works of a

contemporary John of Burgundy in ''De Pestilentia

Liber." It is quite apparent that he was indebted

to the ''Regimen Sanitatis" of Salerno for his general

hygienic rules.

If he made any original observations about diet

he concealed them. He agrees with Avicenna, or

quotes Galen, or utters a platitude such as ''And those

who say that they eat often and to excess without

any harm, let them have a care for they will be struck

down. Therefore should God punish at once whatever

sin be committed, no man should live. And as with

universal nature in man, for punishment comes not

at once, but in the course of time." In every country

there are inexplicable dietetic prejudices, in favor of,

or against certain foods. Somewhere I have read

that Tennyson not only became grouchy but actually

withdrew from the breakfast table where he was a

guest because he had not received the liver wing

of the chicken. There is a popular belief which is

not confined to England that the nearer the tail the

more toothsome the fish, in discussing which our John
quotes the line "Pisces et uxores in cauda sunt meliores."

This may indicate merely an effort to give a flair to

his writing, but I am sure Sir Thomas Browne who,
II
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though no mean procreator, wished that mankind
might bring forth as do the trees, would not have ap-

proved of him.

Cholmeley sums up his estimate of the ''Rosa

Anghca" as follows: ''It may be taken to give us a

fair picture of an English physician of the fourteenth

century. We see therein a man of good education,

and as regards his medical education, one who was
acquainted with the writings of his predecessors.

More than this he must have been an accurate clinical

observ^er. Of anatomy he naturally knew next to

nothing and of physiology even less."

It is not at all unlikely that John of Gaddesden

would not have had much claim to immortality had

he not "stood" for Chaucer when he drew the following

pen picture of him, published in the Canterbury Tales:

"With us was a Doctor of Physic; for skill in medicine and

in surgery was not his peer in all this world. He watched

sharply for favorable hours and an auspicious ascendent for his

patients' treatment, for he was full well grounded in astrology.

He knew the cause of each malady, were it from a humor hot,

cold, dry or moist, whence it had sprung and of what humor.

He was a thorough and a perfect practitioner. Having found

the cause and source of his trouble, anon he had ready the sick

man's physic. He had his apothecaries all prepared to send him
electuaries and drugs, for each helped the other's gain; their

friendship was not formed of late! He knew well the old Aes-

culapius, Dioscorides and Rufus, Hippocrates, Haly and Galen,

Serapion, Rhasis and Avicenna, Averroes, Damascene and

Constantine, Bernard, Gatisden and Gilbertine. His own
diet was moderate, with no superfluity, but nourishing and

simple to digest. His study was but little on Scripture. He
was clad in sanguine and light blue, lined with taffeta and sar-

cenet. Yet he was but moderate in spending, and kept what

he won during the pestilence. Gold is a cordial in physic;

doubtless that was why he loved gold above all else."
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Chaucer who was born in London about 1340,

and died in 1400, represents the literary accom-

pHshments of the fourteenth century; although he

did not have a university education his writings show

that he was a person of wide reading. That he learned

from John of Gaddesden or from the Regimen of

Health of Salerno the fundamental principles of pre-

serving health is evident in many extracts from the

^'Tales'' but in none more than when he describes:

"A widow, poor and somewhat on in years, dwelt whilom

in a little cottage that stood beside a grove."

''Her bower and hall were full sooty, where she ate many
a slender meal ; she needed never a bit of pungent sauce, nor did

dainty morsel ever pass her throat; her diet matched her gown.

Surfeiting never made her sick, her only physic was a temperate

diet, with exercise and heart's content. It was not the gout

kept her from dancing, nor did the apoplexy molest her head.

Neither red wine nor white drank she; her board was served

for the most with white and black, of which she found no want,

milk and brown bread, with broiled bacon and at times an egg

or two, for she was a kind of dairy-woman."

There can be no doubt that John of Gaddesden

was a shrewd judge of men; it is possible that he was
also a shrewd observer. What he lacked however

was education. Cholmeley gives a list of John's

authorities but whether he consulted them or was in

position to do so we do not know. Authors are often

quoted by writers who in reality do not quote at all

but merely borrow what another has quoted. The
medical books at Oxford University where he studied,

were, so far as we know, very few and most difficult

of access. We must not forget that universities arose

while there were yet no books procurable; while a man
(as Carlyle says) for a single book had to give an estate
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of land. In those da^^s when a man had knowledge

to communicate he gathered his learners around him

face to face and communicated it. Thus did more

than thirt}^ thousand learn Abelard's metaphysical

theology. When John of Gaddesden became physician

to the King and had access to the repository of books

in those days, viz., the great abbe^^s, he may have

read and studied many of the books that he mentions,

but most of the information that he sought to diffuse

was obtained from Galen, Avicenna, Averrhoes and

Damascenus.

When we compare him for instance with a really

learned man of one hundred years before, i. e.^ with

John of Salisbur\^ (1115-1180) we readily see how
his reputation suffers by the comparison. Stubbs in

his "Lectures," p. 139, says ''John of Salisbury was
the fullest representative of the best scholarly training

which France had to give, and he had used his time,

constantly occupied as he was by other cares, to such

signal profit that no writer in the middle ages can be

placed beside him in the extent and depth of his classical

training. . . . The disciple of Abelard, he divined

a middle course between the accepted tenets of realism

and the theological perils which lay beneath the quali-

fied nominations of his [Master. John is not only

the best reporter of the philosophical debates of the

day, he also shows us how a mature and all-embracing

learning made it possible to extract their valuable

elements and reject their eccentricities and excesses."

Would that such could be said of John of Gaddesden.

He did not reject the eccentricities or excesses of Galen

or of Avicenna, of Gilbert or of Rufus or of any of the

many others from whom he borrowed to construct

the Rosa ]\Iedicinae.
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An abiding faith in medicine to cure disease which

unfortunately has lasted even unto this day was

characteristic of the physician of the fourteenth cen-

tury. Just as the prescription is the apparent quid

pro quo for the patient's money today, regrettably,

it was so in those days. ''Always do something,"

says Arnold of Villanova, ''when you come into a

patient's presence, lest they should say you can do

nothing without your books." What he did was to

look at the urine. An enormous literature grew up
around this subject, some of it astounding, not a little

of it amusing today, especially the instruction given

to aid in telling whether it is human urine (that is

whether the doctor is being hoodwinked), and whether

some information concerning the patient's disease

cannot be extracted from the messenger who brings it.

Most of our information concerning physicians of

the time of Chaucer comes in reality from the "Col-

lectio Salernitana" and the Cautels for medical men
of Arnold of Villanova, for although John of Arderne

and others have much to say about physicians, their

manners and conduct, none of it is original. Phy-

sicians were apparently not universally held in high

repute and they would seem to have been more mer-

cenary than they are today. It may be that Petrarch

had a special kind of twist in his intellectual makeup
which made him see red whenever he thought of phy-

sicians, and that his hatred of them as expressed in

his "Invectives" influenced many other writers. Be
that as it may if the physicians of the fourteenth

century deserved the things that were said of them
they were a dishonest, quackish, mercenary lot.
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The Costume of the Ancient Greek Physician

By Charles L. Dana, M.D.

This subject has special merit in that it lends itself

to brevity. For so far as I can find the Greek physi-

ician had no special costume. Still he wore clothes and

possibly like lapis of the Aeneid adjusted them in a

somewhat peculiar way, and I may be permitted a

word about these facts.

The Greeks all wore more or less of the same simple

costume whatever their wealth or class. It consisted of

at least the equivalents of a shirt and a thin woolen

blanket. When the Greek became a god and was set

'' stellis et concilio Jovis'' he dropped the shirt and wore

only the blanket. Thus, all the statues of Aesculapius

are dressed simply in a cloak or himation. On the other

hand, when the Greeks had to do hard work they laid

aside the cloak and wore only the shirt, or chiton. This

was necessarily the costume of the working classes. The
himation was for the gods; the chiton for the peasants.

We learn thus what in ancient days was the line of

cleavage between the gods and the proletariat. How-
ever, the Athenian citizen exercised his choice and often

wore only the himation or the chiton.

The himation was a rectangular piece of cloth

made of wool, usually w^hite in color, and was loaded

at the corners with bits of metal. It was wrapped
about the body and kept in place by the left hand and
the weight of the metal.

151
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The art of draping it and the skill and modishness

of the draping distinguished the important citizen.

The chiton or tunic was a loose shirt, made some-

times with short sleeves. It was held at the waist

by a girdle and reached to a little above the knees as

a rule.

The priests, invalids and persons affecting perhaps

some particularity of dress wore this chiton long,

reaching to the ankles or feet. It is not unlikely that

that important branch of the medical profession,

which was priestly in character, viz., the Asclepiadae,

wore the long chiton. In addition to this, while the

physicians wore no distinctive garment, it is inferred

from the lines in Virgil that they threw the himation

about the body in a peculiar way, for speaking of the

physician lapis the poet says:

"Ille retorto

Paeonium in morem senior succunctus amictu."

Aencid XII, 400.

It is also thought probable that they carried a staff.

At any rate the wearing of canes or the carrying of

staffs was a common practice amongst the Athenians

and the staff with the entwined snake always accom-

panies the statue of Aesculapius.

The Greek wore on his feet sandals of various kinds,

these in cold weather being supplemented by straps

of fur wound about the leg like the modern puttee.

They also wore the high laced buskin.

Differences in rank and wealth were indicated by

greater ornamentation or coloring in the garments and

by the care with which they were draped and worn.

The Greeks (except the workmen) rarely wore hats,

and they did not wear trousers or even breech-cloths.
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The typical citizen wore a seal ring and Aristotle,

one of the Fathers of Medicine, is said to have worn sev-

eral. The himation is to us a clumsy garment and had

to be held on with one hand. The winds would blow

it about and the dust and germs would gather in its

folds. The surgeons would have to drop it and operate

in nothing but the chiton.

The present-day long white surplice of the operating

room is in a measure a return to the long chiton of

Hippocrates and doubtless that great man when he

operated looked very much like the modern surgeon

as he stands at the operating table. The antiseptic

robe of to-day is the Hippocratic chiton of twenty-

three hundred years ago.^

*A full description of the Athenian's dress is given in Tucker's Life in

Ancient Athens, Chapter \'I.
















